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Abstract 
Since 1994, with many of its sanctions lifted, South Africa became a stronger 
economic power house in Africa leading the continent‘s industrial output and mineral 
production and generating a large proportion of Africa‘s electricity. The South African 
economy has since been growing at a fast pace which has also led to an increase in 
the demand for electricity. South Africa‘s generating capacity has remained constant 
through a consistently increasing demand, leading to an electricity shortfall. 
An immediate threat to South Africa‘s continued economic growth is a capacity 
constraint in terms of energy supply. Increasing economic growth coupled with the 
rapid industrialisation and mass electrification programme of the last decade, as well 
as planned and unplanned maintenance and coal stock pile problems led, in January 
2008, to demand out stripping supply. 
With electricity being an important component of economic development, it is vital 
that the impact of the supply of electricity on the economic growth of the country be 
well understood. Currently few studies have been done on the analysis of this 
relationship in South Africa specifically and how this relationship impacts specific 
sectors of the economy that contributes to the total GDP of the country. 
This study has assumed rigorous application of Granger technique with proper 
statistical verification of assumptions, selection of relevant variables and provides 
trusted statistical forecasts. In an attempt to understand this relationship, an 
Econometric model has been developed to assess the impact of electricity supply 
and price on the economic growth of South Africa. 
In the empirical analysis section of this study it was found that with a forecast for 
GDP, past values of electricity prices and coal sales may be used to forecast 
electricity supply. It was also found that if we have a forecast value of future 
electricity price we can use past values of electricity supply and coal sales to 
forecast GDP for the next quarter. We also found that electricity supply is granger 
caused by GDP; electricity price; and total coal sales. And that economic growth is 
granger caused by electricity supply; electricity price; and total coal sales. 
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It was concluded that in order for government to improve the economic growth of 
South Africa, a major focus on the energy industry is needed to ensure sustainable 
supply capacity. The energy sector, as was shown in the study, has a major impact 
in the functioning of the Gross Domestic Product of the country. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 AIM OF THE STUDY AND THE METHOD OF RESEARCH 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Research problem: 
 
Since 1994 with many of its sanctions lifted South Africa became a stronger economic power 
house of Africa leading the continent industrial output and mineral production and generating a 
large proportion of Africa‘s electricity. The South African economy has since been growing at a 
fast pace which has also led to an increase in the demand for electricity. With the existing 
supply of electricity that remained unchanged, the demand exceeded supply and that has 
created a shortage of electricity. 
 
An immediate threat to South Africa‘s continued economic growth is a capacity constraint in 
terms of energy supply. Increasing economic growth coupled with the rapid industrialisation 
and mass electrification programme of the last decade together with planned and unplanned 
maintenance, and coal stock pile problems led, in January 2008, to demand out stripping 
supply. 
 
Since 2007, Eskom has experienced a lack of capacity in the generation and reticulation of 
electricity. As a result, in the first quarter of 2008, power shortages became a common problem 
in the country, with detrimental effects on the economy. Economic growth fell in the first quarter 
of 2008 to 1, 57% from 5, 4% in the last quarter of 2007 (SARB Quarterly Bulletin, December 
2008). Eskom argues that government‘s refusal to fund the expansion of the electricity 
generation capacity in the country was the main cause of the crisis, thus Eskom requested a 
multibillion rand budget to increase generation capacity and avoid similar problems in the 
future (Inglesi & Pouris, 2010) 
 
As a result of the urgent need for funding, South Africa has experienced extensive electricity 
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price increases since 2010, which have placed strain on the South African economy and have 
impaired South African growth prospects. In January 2010 the Governor of the South African 
Reserve Bank (SARB) Gill Marcus said that the electricity price increases remain the single 
biggest threat to the SARB‗s inflation target. 
 
The proposed price increases have had an effect on various sectors of the South African 
economy with leading sectors contributing to GDP being the most sensitive to the increasing 
input costs. These sectors include the manufacturing sector, mining sector and the agricultural 
sector. These three leading sectors, specifically the mining sector, employ the most people in 
the South African economy, and the direct effect of these increases in their input costs resulted 
in job losses. 
 
With electricity being an important component of economic development it is vital that the 
impact of the supply of electricity on the economic growth of the country be well understood. 
Currently only a few studies some of which are discussed below have been done on the 
analysis of this relationship in South Africa specifically and how this relationship impacts 
specific sectors of the economy that contribute to the total GDP of the country. 
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1.2 Aim and relevance of study: 
 
The aim of this study is to empirically investigate the impact of the supply of electricity on 
economic growth in South Africa in order to influence and better inform policy makers. 
 
Pouris (2008) argued that the lack of research on energy in general and on electricity in 
particular, could be one of the factors responsible for the current electricity crisis in South 
Africa. 
 
An in-depth analysis of the relationship between electricity supply and GDP can play a crucial 
role in the planning point, policy formulation and despatch of electricity for Eskom and the 
country as a whole. It would also provide a better understanding of the impact that electricity-
price increases have on the economy and assist decision makers in the electricity market 
(deciding on maintenance plans for the generating units; associated confidence bands on the 
GDP /electricity supply relationship will give a sense of risk). 
 
In addition, this study will contribute to the growing body of literature aimed at providing greater 
insight into the South African Electricity market and its impact on the overall economy. 
 
1.3 Method of Research: 
 
Chapter 1 provides a comprehensive review on the background, introduction and aim of the 
study, and literature review of previous studies. Chapter 2 will deal with the overview of the 
electricity supply sector of the South African economy. Chapter 3 will give an explanation and 
overview of the demand for electricity in various sectors of the economy. Chapter 4 will deal 
with the literature review on the link between electricity and macro-economic variables. 
Chapter 5 will deal with the research design and the applied methodology for the research. 
This will include data collection methodology. Chapter 6 will provide an outlay of the research 
findings and analysis of the data. Modelling the impact of electricity volumes and prices on 
GDP. And lastly Chapter 7 will provide the recommendations and conclusion. 
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1.4 Literature Review 
 
Limited work has been done previously on the relationship between economic growth and 
electricity consumption in South Africa. Pouris (2008) stated that South Africa produces only 
0.34% of the international research publications reporting on the topics of energy and fuels 
while the country contributes 0.5% of the academic research papers in all scientific disciplines 
internationally. ―The lack of academic research in the field deprives the relevant stakeholders 
and government from insight and debate based on independent views‖ (Inglesi & Pouris, 
2010:4). 
 
Numerous international and local studies have been undertaken to explore the relationships 
between electricity consumption and economic growth. However they were unable to agree on 
a general rule as to whether a relationship existed, and what its specific directionality was. Of 
the studies that exist, the focus has mainly been on Asian countries. 
 
Yoo (2005a) investigates the causal relationship between electricity consumption and 
economic growth among the association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), namely 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand, using modern time-series techniques for the 
period 1971–2002. The results indicate that there is a bi-directional causality between 
electricity consumption and economic growth in Malaysia and Singapore. This means that an 
increase in electricity consumption directly affects economic growth and that economic growth 
also stimulates further electricity consumption in the two countries. However, uni-directional 
causality runs from economic growth to electricity consumption in Indonesia and Thailand 
without any feedback effect. Thus, electricity conservation policies can be initiated without 
deteriorating economic side effects in the two countries. Yuan; Zhao; Yu; Hu (2006) examined 
the causal relationship between electricity consumption and real GDP for the period 1978 to 
2004 for China and results indicated that real GDP and electricity consumption are co-
integrated for China specifically and that only unidirectional Granger causality exists running 
from electricity consumption to real GDP but not Vice Versa. 
 
During this last decade, studies of causalities in energy markets of different countries are the 
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focus of Economists and Statisticians. Such studies were also performed for South African 
energy markets. Unfortunately the conclusions of different authors often disagree and 
sometimes even contradict each other (e.g. compare Nicholas M. Odhiambo, Electricity 
consumption and economic growth in South Africa: A trivariate causality test. Energy 
Economics, Volume 31, Issue 5, September 2009 and Emmanuel Ziramba.) It is believed that 
the source of the disagreement (in the above and other publications) is in the choice of the 
variables which is not statistically justified and seems to be purely arbitrary choice of respective 
researcher. A special concern is the use of Granger-causality technique without proper 
verification of the statistical assumptions (e.g. stationarity, inclusion of all relevant data, etc.). 
Some publications contain forecasts which have already proved to be essentially incorrect.  
 
Of the studies that where done on the SSA region, Odhiambo (2009) using the ARDL- bounds 
testing method found that causality between energy consumption and economic growth varies 
significantly among the countries in his study. Odhiambo found that there is unidirectional 
causality between electricity consumption and economic growth in South Africa and Kenya. 
Ziramba (2008) examined the residential demand for electricity in South Africa as a function of 
real Gross Domestic Product per capita and the price of electricity during the period 1978-2005 
making use of the bounds testing approach to cointegration, within an autoregressive 
distributed framework. He found in his study that in the long run, income is the main 
determinant of electricity demand while electricity price is insignificant.  
 
This treatise argues that with 2008 electricity shortages it is likely that more research work will 
be done in relating the supply of electricity and economic growth. For the purposes of 
comparison(s) it is important to look at emerging markets and systems that exist. It would be 
futile to observe developed countries‘ studies as they have very limited parallels to the South 
African situation.  
 
There are many gaps in the research analysing the relationship of electricity consumption and 
economic growth in developing countries mainly because most of the studies concentrate on 
the demand and consumption of electricity and not on the supply of electricity and its impact on 
the economy. A number of studies have attempted to fill this gap in limited studies on other 
developing nations such as the following studies. In the case of Sub-Saharan Africa De Vita; 
Enderson; and Hunt (2006) as part of a quantitative analysis of energy demand in Namibia 
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examined the determinants of electricity demand for the period 1980 to 2002 using the 
Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) bounds testing approach to Cointegration and found 
that energy consumption responds positively to changes in GDP and negatively to changes in 
energy price. 
 
 
Galiep (2005) investigated the causal relationship between electricity consumption and real 
GDP in Turkey using a vector autoregressive system during the period of 1950-2000. The 
results showed strong evidence for unidirectional causality running from the electricity 
consumption to the income. The implication is therefore that the supply of electricity is vitally 
important to meet the growing electricity consumption, hence to sustain the economic growth in 
Turkey. 
 
In a summary of the literature on the causal relationship between electricity consumption and 
economic growth, there is evidence to support bi-directional or uni-directional causality, or no 
causality between electricity consumption and economic growth. In other words, the empirical 
studies present differing views and evidence about the causality issues. Evidence on either 
direction shall have a significant bearing upon policy. If, for example, there is unidirectional 
causality running from electricity consumption to economic growth, reducing electricity 
consumption could lead to a decline in economic growth. 
 
1.4.1 Unidirectional Causality 
 
 Unidirectional causality running from electricity consumption to economic growth was detected 
by Shiu and Lam (2004) for China, Wolde-Rufael (2004) for Shanghai, China, and Wolde-
Rufael (in press 2004) for Benin, Congo.DR, Egypt, Gabon, Moroco, and Tunisia. In addition, 
Yoo (2005b) found that unidirectional causality runs from nuclear power consumption to 
economic growth in Korea. On the other hand, if a uni-directional causality runs from economic 
growth to electricity consumption, it could imply that policies for reducing electricity 
consumption may be implemented with little or no adverse effects on economic growth. Uni-
directional causality running from economic growth to electricity consumption was revealed by 
Ghosh (2002) for India, Wolde-Rufael (in press 2005) for Cameron, Ghana, Nigeria, Senegal, 
Zambia, and Zimbabwe, and Fatai et al (2004) and Narayan and Smyth (2005) for Australia. 
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1.4.2 Bidirectional Causality 
 
 In contrast, if a bi-directional causality is found, economic growth may demand more 
electricity, whereas more electricity consumption may induce economic growth. Electricity 
consumption and economic growth complement each other and energy conservation 
measures may negatively affect economic growth. Yoo (2005a), Jumbe (2004), Morimoto and 
Hope (2004), and Yang (2000) found bi-directional causality between electricity consumption 
and economic growth in Korea, Malawi, Sri Lanka, and Taiwan, respectively. 
 
1.4.3 No Causality 
 
Lastly, no causality in either direction would indicate that policies for increasing or reducing 
electricity consumption do not affect economic growth, and rise in real income may not affect 
electricity consumption. No causality between electricity consumption and economic growth 
was found for Algeria, Congo. Rep, Kenya, South Africa, and Sudan by Wolde-Rufael (in press 
2004). 
 
Since 1992, of the studies that have been conducted to examine the relationship between 
electricity consumption and economic growth, the overall findings show that there is a strong 
relationship between electricity consumption and economic growth. For example, Ferguson et 
al (2000) has studied the issue in over 100 countries, and found that as a whole there is a 
strong correlation between electricity consumption and economic growth. However, the fact 
that this relationship exists does not necessarily imply causality. The relationship may very well 
run from electricity consumption to economic growth, and/or from economic growth to 
electricity consumption. 
 
These causality issues therefore, suggest the need to carry out further investigations. A major 
question concerning this issue is: which variable should take precedence over the other?—is 
electricity consumption a stimulus for economic growth or does economic growth lead to 
electricity consumption? Public policy makers have shown great interest in the role that 
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electricity consumption plays in economic growth. The electricity infrastructure of the country is 
becoming an increasingly important component of the economy. 
 
It is important to note that most of the studies mentioned above are focused mainly on 
electricity demand. Conducting this study will be a major contribution towards the electricity 
supply side since very few studies have been done on the electricity supply and its impact on 
the economy in developing countries. 
 
Ellahi (2011) analyzed the joint role of electricity supply and industrial sector development for 
the economic growth of Pakistan from the period 1980-2009. The study also examined the 
impact of electricity shortage on overall economic growth. The study was done using an Auto 
regressive distributed lag (ARDL). The results showed that labour, capital, electricity supply 
and industrial sector development play an important role for improving the economic growth of 
Pakistan and shortage of electricity results in dismal performance of the industrial sector. 
 
Udah (2010) conducted an empirical study to explore the nature of the relationship between an 
electricity crisis and industrial development for the economy of Nigeria by applying an ARDL 
approach from the period 1980-2009. The study found the existence of a long run causal 
relationship between electricity supply and GDP per capita. 
 
Of the studies that were found that are specific to electricity supply in South Africa, Ketelhodt 
and Wooke (2008) studied the electricity shortage and its impacts on small and medium 
enterprises in South Africa using primary data sources and questionnaires for a sample of 72 
SMEs in Cape town. Davies (2008) analyzed policy options which should be considered for the 
solution of electricity shortage in South Africa. The report pointed out a number of outcomes 
caused due to electricity shortage and pricing. Highlighting the gaps relating to electricity use 
data in South Africa, it presented a very strong policy implication that modelling at a micro level 
is required for the analysis of electricity use in the production sector, it is therefore imperative 
that this particular study be undertaken as it intends to address this need by analysing the 
specific impact of electricity supply on the different economic sectors in South Africa.  
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1.4.4 Empirical Literature review 
 
According to Altinay; Karagol (2005) when analyzing the causal relationship between income 
and energy consumption, it was found from empirical studies that there are mainly two 
approaches; the multivariate approach and bivariate approach. 
 
It was found in the literature study that most of the studies were conducted using the bounds 
testing approach to Cointegration within an autoregressive distributed lag framework which 
was developed by Pesaran and Shin (1999) for testing the existence of a Cointegration 
relationship that is applicable irrespective of whether the variables are I(0) or I(1). For example 
see Amusa; Amusa; and Mabugu, (2009) and Udah (2010). 
 
In this study a multivariate approach will be used with the Autoregressive Distributed Lag 
(ARDL) model to analyze the relationship between electricity supply and economic growth. The 
main advantages of using the ARDL are that the technique is suitable for any sample size and 
does not require that the variables under consideration be integrated of the same order. 
According to Odhiambo (2009) taken from (Harns and Sollis, 2003) the ARDL technique 
generally provides unbiased estimates of the long-run model and valid t-statistics even when 
some of the regressors are endogenous.  
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CHAPTER 2   
The South African Electricity Supply Industry 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The main objective of this chapter is to give a detailed description of the South African 
electricity supply industry, beginning with a brief historical overview of Eskom. The discussion 
will then continue with a detailed overview of electricity consumption in South Africa,  moving 
on to the description of the different sectors of the industry mainly Generation, Transmission 
and Distribution, as well as the objectives of the electricity sector; legislation; pricing structure; 
tariffs; regulation; security of supply; barriers in the ESI and lastly the conclusion. 
 
2.2 Historical overview of Eskom 
 
Commercial production and availability of electricity in South Africa began in 1923 when the 
Electricity Supply Commission (ESCOM) was established by the government in terms of the 
Electricity Act of 1922. In 1986 the power utility officially changed its name to ESKOM. Eskom 
is wholly owned by the government of the Republic of South Africa and operates as an 
effective monopoly in the provision of electricity in the country. Eskom boasts a number of 
remarkable power stations, including Kendal Power Station, the largest coal-fired power station 
in the world, and Koeberg nuclear power station in the Cape Province, the only nuclear power 
plant in Africa. Eskom is by far the largest producer of electricity in Africa, and is the seventh 
largest in terms of generating capacity and ninth in terms of sales in Africa. 
 
The company is divided into Generation, Transmission and Distribution divisions and together 
Eskom generates approximately 96% of electricity used in South Africa.  The remaining four 
percent of electricity is produced mainly by mining companies to supplement their electricity 
usage. This electricity is normally produced using gas lit flares from the mine itself, an example 
of this can be seen at ArcelorMittal‘s Vanderbijl-Park Mine. This trend of non-Eskom producers 
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is set to increase with recent government incentivisation of such schemes. 
 
2.3 Overview of electricity consumption in South Africa 
 
Electricity consumption in South Africa is quite unique compared to other emerging economies 
such as East European and South American nations. This is because of its own inimitable 
combination of national income, level of industry development, home ownership, industry 
composition, energy regulation and access to alternative energy sources. 
 
South Africa is naturally endowed with high levels of resources. The main economic driver in 
the economy is mining, as it brings in by far the highest levels of foreign currency. The mining 
sector accounts for 45% of South Africa‘s 42000MW of electricity consumed in the economy as 
a result of the vast levels of energy required for production. 
 
The World Bank and International Monetary Fund divide nations into one of four income 
groups. At present South Africa is ranked an upper to middle income economy. The 
International Energy Agency provides annual electricity-consumption-per-person data for 27 of 
the upper to middle income countries. Of the countries evaluated, South Africa has the third 
highest electricity consumption per capita. 
 
The electricity consumption behavior of South Africans can be explained by the fact that South 
Africa is ranked as one of the lowest priced electricity countries in the world. Eskom has 
pointed out that local electricity is cheap by world standards. Eskom go as far as stating that in 
fact, in as far as the supply of electricity to industry is concerned, South Africa provides the 
cheapest electricity in the world. This statement is supported by the study which was done by 
LTE Energy in association with EA Energy Analysis, Denmark on international benchmarking 
of tariffs in March 2012, where it was found that South Africa (Eskom) is ranked fourth 
cheapest average tariff of the 15 country‘s utilities included in their study. The aim of their 
study was to benchmark the Eskom total average tariff against regional, developed and 
developing countries with focus on an apples-versus-apples comparison of Eskom total 
average tariff (total regulated revenue divided by total sales volume) with that of other similar 
utilities in the selected countries. The rankings can be seen below in Table 2.3.1 
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Figure 2.3:1 Comparison of average total tariffs for selected national utilities based on 2010 annual 
reports 
Country Utility Av tariff ZAR Rank 
Malaysia TNB 1.90 1 
Spain Endesa 1.57 2 
United 
Kingdom S&S 1.03 3 
Germany EON 0.79 4 
Kenya KPL 0.68 5 
Thailand EGAT 0.65 6 
South Korea KEPCO 0.46 7 
Denmark DONG 0.51 8 
USA AEP 0.44 9 
Canada OPG 0.40 10 
Argentina Pampa 0.40 11 
South Africa ESKOM 0.32 12 
India NTPC 0.32 13 
AUS MG 0.31 14 
China CRPH 0.30 15 
 Source: LTE 2012 
 
Economic theory through the law of demand determines that the lower the price of a product, 
the more of that product will be demanded. This would certainly give credence to the idea that 
local electricity consumption is at a higher level than actual requirements.  This therefore 
implies that South Africa is an inefficient electricity consumer. 
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2.4 Supply shortage and Demand Side Management 
 
Towards the end of 2007 South Africa started to experience shortages in electricity, both for 
domestic and industrial use as supply fell behind demand, threatening to destabilize the 
national grid. The Eskom 2009 annual report states that the national reserve margin is 
estimated at 8% or below, therefore load shedding is implemented when the generating units 
are offline for maintenance, repairs or re-fueling (in the case of nuclear power stations). The 
shortages can also be attributed to insufficient generating capacity of the power utility. 
Expanding the generating capacity will cost in the region of R300 billion over the next five 
years, increasing supply by 20 000 megawatts by 2025. (Eskom. 2009) 
Leaders both at Eskom and in the government predicted in the late 1990s that Eskom would 
run out of power reserves by 2007 unless action was taken to prevent it. The general belief is 
that as the government was looking to privatize Eskom in the late 1990s and they chose not to 
invest in additional capacity generation. 
 
In 2003, Eskom introduced a new system to control and manage the consumption of electricity 
in the country. Demand Side Management (DSM) is a process whereby the customers‘ 
consumption of electricity is influenced by the supplier, in this case Eskom. DSM requires the 
planning, implementation, and on-going monitoring of the end-user's activities and is designed 
to influence consumers to revise patterns of electricity use, which include the timing and level 
of electricity demand.  The prime goal of DSM is to make available stable, efficient use of 
electricity consequently resulting in lesser demands of electricity during peak times, thus 
managing the demand effectively. 
 
It is assumed by Eskom that if electricity is managed in this way, the demand is more 
consistent and predictable and consequently the suppliers of electricity can be better able to 
meet the power needs of all the consumers. 
 
DSM is not a new phenomenon as the term was first coined in the United States in the early 
1980s, and later adopted in the United Kingdom, Europe and Australia. Eskom formally 
recognised DSM in 1992, the first DSM plan was only produced in 1994. Due to limited 
consumer education, DSM has only started to take off in practice because of the current under 
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supply of electricity. (Eskom.2010) 
 
2.5 The South African Electricity Supply Industry (ESI) 
 
The South African Electricity Industry (ESI) is dominated by the state- owned and vertically 
integrated utility Eskom, which is ranked ninth in the world in terms of size and electricity sales. 
Eskom generates approximately 96% of South Africa‘s electricity, which amounts to more than 
70% of the electricity generated in Sub-Saharan Africa. Private generators contribute about 3% 
of national output which is used mostly for own consumption and municipalities contribute less 
than 1%. Eskom owns and controls the high voltage transmission grid with the exception of the 
Montraco line to Mozambique which Eskom owns jointly with utilities in Swaziland and 
Mozambique. Eskom distributes 60% of the electricity directly to its customers. The remaining 
electricity distribution is undertaken by about 185 local authorities, mainly municipalities that 
buy bulk supplies of electricity from Eskom. 
 
2.5.1 Generation 
 
92% of the electricity generated in South Africa is generated from coal, 7% is generated from 
nuclear energy, with hydro, pumped storage and Open cycle gas turbines making up the 
remaining 1%.  Total Eskom operational generating capacity in 2010 was 41.9 GW. Eskom has 
27 operational power stations, 13 being coal fired power stations most of which are situated on 
coal mines in the north-east of the country as well as 4 gas/liquid fuel turbine stations in Cape 
Town; Atlantis; Mossel bay and East London. Eskom also has 6 Hydro-electric stations 
situated on the Mbashe River; Umtata River; Norvalspont; Ncora River; and Petrusville. There 
are 2 Pumped storage schemes situated in Grabouw and Bergville. There is 1 wind farm 
situated in Klipheuwel and Africa‘s only Nuclear station at Koeberg north of Cape Town. 
Municipalities own 22 small power stations and back up gas turbines, but these total only 3% 
of national generation capacity and generally run at low load factors. Private generators 
comprise the remaining 1% of capacity. 
 
South Africa exports electricity to neighboring countries (Botswana; Mozambique; Namibia; 
Zimbabwe; Lesotho; Swaziland and Zambia) representing approximately 2% of total net 
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energy produced. Eskom is contractually bound to take electricity from Mozambique‘s Cahora 
Bassa hydro-electric station on the Zambezi. Eskom also imports some power from the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, mainly for peak load management. In 2010 Eskom purchased 
13754 GWh for the Eskom system. 
 
It is stated in the Eskom 2010 annual report that the current net installed generation capacity in 
South Africa and contracted imported generation amounts to around 43.5 GW. Current 
expansion plans are based on the moderate growth scenario (averaging 3% electricity 
consumption growth rate over a 20 year period). In order to power the South African economy 
and ensure an adequate reserve margin, 20GW additional capacity is required by 2020 and up 
to 40GW by 2030. Eskom‘s current expansion program together with the IPP projects could 
contribute at least 14GW by 2017 to this requirement. Eskom‘s older coal fired power stations 
will start to be decommissioned from 2030 onwards. There is a possibility that up to 50GW of 
capacity up to 2030 will have to be built or sourced from demand side options to cater for the 
increase in demand and to replace the decommissioned plant. 
 
The generation side of the ESI is faced with major challenges to meet the current and future 
demand and it is envisaged that these challenges will remain with Eskom for some time into 
the future. Based on the Eskom generation build projections and also considering the current 
initiatives to encourage co-generation, independent power producers (IPP‘s) and the 
introduction of effective demand side management (DSM), it can be assumed that over the 
next 5 to 7 years the generation challenges should be under control. 
 
2.5.2 Transmission 
 
In terms of transmission, the national integrated grid comprises of 28482km of transmission 
lines, the bulk of the lines being 400kv lines as well as 275kv lines, 765kv; 220kv; 132kv and 
533kv DC lines also exist on the grid. Peak demand on the grid for 2010 was 35850MW. Line 
losses in 2010 where 8.5%. 
 
It is recorded in the Ten-year transmission development plan (TDP) that the South African Grid 
code requires that Eskom annually publishes a transmission development plan, outlining the 
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plans to expand and develop the networks into the future, as well as indicating the level of 
capital expenditure to be invested in the South African transmission network. The TDP is 
based on assumptions of new demand in various parts of the country, as well as the proposed 
new power stations. 
 
A large number of new transmission lines are expected to be added to the grid, over 6700km 
of 765kv and over 8300km of 400kv lines over the TDP period. This is due to the major 
network reinforcements required for the supply to the Cape (south and west grids) and the 
supply to the east grid. The integration of new power stations in developing the Limpopo west 
power pool (Medupi and potential future coal stations- coal 3 close to the Matimba power 
station and the potential IPP in Botswana) also require significant lengths of transmission line 
as the power stations are very remote from the main load centers. New HVDC power lines will 
be required to transmit the electricity from any future power stations in the Waterberg area to 
other parts of the country. 
 
The large number of 400kv transmission lines is also the result of a meshed transmission 
400kv network to provide higher reliability within the grids and thus improving the levels of 
network security. 
2.5.3 Distribution 
 
Eskom sells directly to about half of its final customers and local governments supply the 
balance. The cost of distribution differs significantly between the different customer categories, 
quantitatively and in relative contribution of energy, wires and support costs. The cost of 
distribution is lowest for bulk users and comprises mostly of energy costs. The cost of 
distribution to small rural users for example can be up to five times higher, with the wires and 
support costs comprising a large proportion of total costs. Distribution costs are split between 
network and retail (customer service and administration) costs. The network costs are 
allocated based on capacity, the voltage of the supply and whether a supply is on a rural or 
urban network. The retail costs are allocated based on the quantity of supply. (Eskom tariff 
design methodology 2008/9) 
 
Eskom makes most of its profits from the sale of electricity to its large mining and industrial 
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customers and in bulk sales to municipalities. These three customer categories account for 
approximately 83% of its revenue and 89% of its electricity sales. The large municipalities in 
turn derive handsome profits from reselling Eskom electricity, which enable them to subsidize 
property rates and to finance other municipal services. 
 
2.5.4 Efficiency issues in the ESI 
 
South Africa has one of the lowest priced electricity supplies in the world as was shown earlier 
in the chapter. Recent constraints in supply have started to impact on these low prices. 
Environmental constraints, lack of availability of low priced primary energy sources and 
increased construction costs for the new power stations are all adding pressure to the low 
electricity prices. 
 
The efficient use of electricity is an important issue that South African consumers will need to 
practice in order to curb future electricity price increases. Consumers will have to change 
consumption behaviors and learn to be more efficient. 
 
The bulk of the growth in the South African economy is due to the manufacturing and mining 
industries which are very energy intensive industries. Despite having one of the cheapest 
electricity supplies, the use of energy and particularly electricity, has not been efficient in South 
Africa. In a study done by the department of Minerals and Energy in 2005, it was found that 
South Africa has progressively used more energy to produce 1 US$ of GDP, as well as more 
energy per capita in the time period 1971 to 2001. This has mainly been due to the extensive 
use of South Africa‘s abundant and low priced coal reserves. (Department of Minerals and 
Energy, 2005) 
 
In March 2005 the Department of Minerals and Energy put out an energy efficiency strategy for 
South Africa which was intended to achieve a 12% improvement in energy efficiency by 2015. 
This target was based on a business as usual baseline scenario for South Africa with a 
population rate of 1.3% p.a. (2000= 44 million population; 2015= 53 million population) and a 
GDP growth of 2.8% p.a. (Department of Minerals and Energy, 2005). The projections have 
been found to be conservative with GDP growth being higher than projected which resulted in 
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consequences such as the electricity crisis that hit the city of Cape Town in 2006 and the 
electricity crisis that hit the rest of the country in 2008. The electricity crisis experienced by 
South Africa is not unique to South Africa alone and other countries have dealt with the 
consequences of their crises mainly by changing the behavior of consumers to manage 
demand. An example of this is the electricity crisis experienced in Brazil in 2001 because of the 
drought, measures taken to change the behavior of the consumers where electricity rationing, 
penalties; media coverage of the shortage and daily status reports; conservation devices 
distributed to the poor and fuel switching. Very similar measures were taken in South Africa 
too. 
 
 
According to a study by Von Ketelhodt (2008) it was found that he found in a study done by 
Lutzenhiser (1993) that attitudes towards electricity provision were an important factor in 
driving the behavior of consumers, 94% of the respondents in the Von Ketelhodt study were 
found to believe that Eskom is responsible for the provision of cheap and reliable electricity, 
while 42% of respondents felt that they need to reduce their consumption and 45% did not and 
another 13% were undecided. 
 
In 2005 the International Energy Agency recommended that changes in electricity consumption 
behavior could be driven by information in the form of media campaigns; increasing prices; and 
incentives or rebates for reduced energy consumption. Eskom also attempted to manage the 
electricity crisis through an extensive media information campaign advising when load 
shedding would occur as well as on methods to conserve energy. According to the Von 
Ketelhodt study, only 43% of the respondents found this information from Eskom helpful 
despite 57% of the respondents feeling that Eskom had been transparent and forthcoming in 
its attempts to provide information. 47% of the respondents in the study felt that an increase in 
electricity prices would lead to their businesses consciously saving more electricity, while 34% 
strongly disagreed and 20% were neutral. A similar response was found for the rebates and 
incentives, where 46% of the respondents agreed that rebates would assist their businesses in 
consuming less electricity and 27% disagreeing and the remainder were undecided. 
 
It is evident that the crisis has forced consumers to realize that they are stakeholders in 
electricity in South Africa and should make a conscious effort to assist in conserving electricity 
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and by being more energy efficient in their usage. 
 
2.6 Key Challenges for the Electricity Distribution Industry (EDI) 
 
The EDl is currently faced with various key challenges such as Capacity shortages and 
backlog of investments. There is also a high level of fragmentation in terms of investments, 
sharing of facilities, services and skills development. Networks are inadequately maintained, 
resulting in maintenance and refurbishment backlogs giving rise to high cost of interruptions. 
Inequitable treatment of consumers has resulted in a wide range of tariffs for the same or 
similar groups of consumers and also unfair discrepancies between Eskom and municipalities. 
The electrification performance for various areas varies unacceptably. Lastly the provision of 
Free Basic Electricity (FBE) is slow and inconsistent. 
 
With the low reserve margin, future approved expansions are important. The ESI has 
embarked on a major expansion program to meet the future demand for electricity. Many 
projects have already been approved, while future projects are under consideration. Since 
2008 to 2010 approximately 18 000 MW of new generating capacity projects have been 
approved for implementation over the next number of years. It is expected that the expansion 
drive will continue into the foreseeable future requiring major capital investment and thus 
severely impacting future real prices. 
 
The electricity distribution industry is an important part of the electricity supply industry and as 
a result the challenges faced in generation with respect to the availability of generation 
capacity will filter through to the EDI. The electricity distribution industry however, finds itself 
currently in a relatively favorable position from a power outage perspective since every black 
out incident, is in the minds of the customers, blamed on load-shedding or a generation related 
incident. The reality is however, that many of the power outages experienced are directly 
caused by distribution related incidents. Without an accelerated EDI consolidation and reform 
process the fragmentation in the industry, maintenance and refurbishment backlogs, 
inconsistent tariff and customer service approaches and skills shortage will not be addressed.  
 
The recent power outage incidents demonstrated the importance of a reliable ESI to support 
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the economic growth, and without a reliable distribution industry to ensure effective distribution 
of electricity to end customers the desired economic growth will not be attainable. 
To illustrate the financial investment requirement per annum with respect to maintenance and 
to address the future annual refurbishment requirement, Figure 2.6.1 below is used. From 
Figure 2.6.1 it is clear that there is a shortfall of approximately R1, 6 bn per annum based on 
current funding allocations. Considering all the challenges faced by the industry, it is essential 
that an appropriate holistic asset management program be introduced to ensure the effective 
allocation and utilization of resources. This cannot be achieved through the current EDI 
structure and approach to the business of electricity distribution, since the existing approach is 
not allowing for efficiency improvement and resource optimisation to the extent which it is 
required. To get this right, focused attention is required with clearly defined; short, medium and 
long term strategies and objectives. 
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Figure 2.6:2 EDI Combined Maintenance and Refurbishment Requirement 
 
Source: de Beer 2008 
Ageing infrastructure and a higher demand for reliable performance are further challenges 
confronting the EDI, and the lack of investment in infrastructure refurbishment over the last 
number of years is not assisting in this regard. 
 
Furthermore, the equipment is currently loaded to a level significantly higher than the historic 
operating conditions. The loading is directly attributed to, amongst others, the growth in 
demand which is mainly as a result of customer behavioural changes, economic growth and an 
increase in more energy intensive processes. Additional operating of the ageing infrastructure, 
such as load-shedding, is having a detrimental effect and an increase in the trend of plant 
failure can be expected.  
 
It was envisaged that Regional Electricity Distributor (RED) areas would be implemented, but 
this has been placed on hold. The six Metropolitan Municipalities in the country formed a key 
reference for each of the REDs which would have been formed through the consolidation of 
the municipal electricity distribution assets and the relevant Eskom Region in each of the six 
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RED areas. 
The envisaged REDs (referenced to the relevant Metro for ease of reference) were: 
 RED ONE; City of Cape Town 
  
 RED THREE: Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality 
 RED FOUR: City of Johannesburg 
 RED FIVE: eThekwini 
 RED SIX: Tshwane 
 
2.7 Electricity Sector Objectives 
 
The electricity sector objectives as detailed in the White Paper (WP) of 1998 are as follows:  
 improved social equity by addressing the requirements of the low income segment;  
 enhanced efficiency and competitiveness to provide low-cost and high quality inputs to 
all sectors;  
 environmentally sustainable short and long-term usage of our natural resources;  
 the right of choice of electricity supplier;  
 competition in the generation sector;  
 open non-discriminatory access to the transmission system; and  
 Private sector participation in the industry.  
 
Furthermore, specific objectives addressed in the abovementioned document refer to ensuring 
that electrification targets are met; the provision of low-cost electricity; better price equality; 
financial viability; improved quality of service and supply (including security of supply); proper 
co-ordination of operation and investments and the attraction and retention of a competent 
work force. 
  
It was foreseen by the government that the REDs would be established and that separate 
entities for generation and transmission would be formed. Since the WP, REDs have been 
approved (but not established) and the decision was taken that competition in the generation 
sector would not be introduced. The current decision on the REDs is that Eskom will no longer 
be participating and that there is a possibility that the REDs will not be established at all since 
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there still has not been any indication or proclamation from government on that decision. 
Instead, IPPs are being encouraged through Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) with the 
single buyer. NERSA recently lowered the tariff for IPPs which could be discouraging because 
it will not be economically viable for some of the IPPs to operate. 
 
In view of the above, the State seeks to achieve an appropriate balance between meeting 
social equity, economic growth and environmental goals. The electricity pricing policy 
document seeks to obtain a balance between several competing objectives, inter alia: 
affordable electricity tariffs for the low income consumers and cost reflective electricity tariffs 
for all other consumers. In this regard, electricity prices should reflect efficient market signals, 
accurate cost of supply and concomitant price levels that would ensure financial viability of the 
electricity sector in its entirety. 
2.7.1 White Papers (WPs) and Legislation  
 
Since 1983 two WPs on the energy industry were published in which both the ESI structure 
and Electricity Pricing Policy (EPP) were addressed. The first one was released in 1986 and 
became obsolete as a result of the lifting of the oil embargo; moves towards democracy; the 
Reconstruction and Development Program and other developments. Before the second WP 
the National Electrification Forum, which incorporated a number of EPP matters, was in 
operation between 1993 and 1995. The next WP dealt with a large number of EPP matters and 
appeared in 1998. This WP became inadequate mainly as a result of new developments 
exerting a direct influence on EPP issues. These include capacity shortages, gaps in present 
policies, present challenges (e.g. REDs) and the application of different pricing policies in 
Eskom and the municipalities. 
  
As a result of later developments, a proposal for an EPP was drafted by the Department of 
Minerals and Energy in 2004, but it was never released formally or implemented. Apparently 
the proposals were applicable to an EPP based on the (then proposed) multi-market model, 
subsequently necessitating a revision incorporating the most recent developments. 
 
A number of legislative developments since 1996, which have a direct influence on an EPP for 
the electricity industry, became applicable. It is important to mention these briefly because of 
their relevance for EPP. They are:  
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 Constitution of SA, 1996.  
 Public Finance Management Act, 1999.  
 Local Government Municipal Systems Act (LGMSA), 2000.  
 Eskom Conversion Act of 2001.  
 Municipal Finance Management Act, 2003.  
 National Energy Regulation Act, 2004.  
 Electricity Regulation Act, 2006.  
 Municipal Fiscal Powers and Function Act, 2007.  
 Electricity Regulation Amendment Act, 2007.  
 
2.8 Electricity Pricing Structure  
 
Economic theory suggests that the emergence of an efficient market price is a consequence of 
the law of supply and demand. The electricity industry in South Africa is currently not 
structured to deliver perfect competition, but this does not diminish the importance of efficient 
electricity prices in any way. Efficient electricity prices would lead to: 
  
 the optimum allocation of scarce resources including financial, human and natural 
resources;  
 the optimum usage of electricity;  
 the optimum usage of the different energy forms (e.g. electricity, gas, oil and coal); and  
 a financially viable industry.  
 
In the absence of competition, regulators may select from a range of methodologies to regulate 
the industry. All these options have their advantages and disadvantages. Regardless of the 
method of regulation or price determination, it is crucial that an efficient and practical licensee 
should be able to generate sufficient revenues that would allow it to operate as a viable entity 
now and in the future. 
  
The most common approach among many economic regulators in other parts of the world is to 
set revenues at a level which would allow the licensee to cover its full costs including a 
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reasonable risk adjusted margin or return. This approach functions well under most 
circumstances. However, when there is a major discrepancy between asset values used for 
regulatory tariff setting and new asset values, it creates a potential funding shortfall when new 
assets are introduced. South Africa finds itself in this situation which has been brought about 
by many years of surplus capacity resulting in low levels of investments and highly depreciated 
assets, coupled with relatively high inflation. 
  
Tariffs therefore, need to be set at a level which would not only ensure that the utility generates 
sufficient revenues to cover the full costs (including a reasonable margin or return) but would 
also allow the utility to obtain reasonably priced funding on a forward looking basis. Rating 
agencies and lenders focus on a range of appraisal factors including profitability, e.g. Return 
on Assets (ROA) and Return on Equity (ROE), financial leverage (debt to equity) and debt 
service (e.g. interest coverage). It is important for the sake of financial sustainability that all 
these indicators move between acceptable norms and standards on a forward looking basis 
over the short, medium and long term. If the financial performance of the regulated entity 
deviates from these norms and standards, investors will either be reluctant to extend credit or 
increase the cost of finance, ultimately resulting in higher tariffs or State support (e.g. 
subsidies).  
 
Electricity price changes are fundamentally based on negotiations between Eskom and 
NERSA. This does not result in prices that respond to market conditions. It appears that while 
the regulator can consider cost-side issues, it cannot consider those on the demand side; price 
increases can be permitted because costs have risen, but not because there is a need to 
reduce demand. 
 
Problems inherent in this procedure have been masked up to now by the fact that there has 
been excess supply of electricity in the past. Effectively, Eskom was able to meet the demands 
of all users at the existing price without running into a supply constraint. 
Increased demands from existing or new users could be accommodated within existing 
capacity constraints. Effectively, changes in demand were met at a (low) fixed price by varying 
profits. In fact, until recently, Eskom had attempted to encourage users to increase 
consumption (and users of competing energy to switch to electricity). This is what one would 
expect from an industry which had excess production capacity and was effectively unable to 
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vary its price. 
 
Since 2008 problems have been surfacing because the surplus capacity has disappeared. If 
the price is not permitted to rise in the face of this – that is, because demand exceeds supply 
rather than only because costs of production have risen – there has to be some other method 
of deciding which users will have to reduce their consumption and which will not. This could be 
through direct and/or indirect rationing. 
 
Indirect methods may be a bit haphazard in their effects on different users, unless there is a 
very clear geographical pattern of use. Businesses benefit by being on the same grid as users 
who are regarded as important enough to be exempted from load shedding, but which 
businesses these are has been determined by a largely random historical process. 
2.8.1 General Tariff Principles 
 
Section 16 of the Electricity Regulation Act of 2006 states that the setting of prices, charges, 
tariffs and the regulation of revenues: 
 must enable an efficient licensee to recover the full cost of its licensed activities, 
including a reasonable margin or return;  
 must provide for or prescribe incentives for continued improvement of the technical and 
economic efficiency with which services are to be provided;  
 must give end users proper information regarding the costs that their consumption 
imposes on the licensee's business;  
 must avoid undue discrimination between customer categories; and  
 may permit the cross-subsidy of tariffs to certain categories of customers.  
 
The Act further states that a licensee may not charge a customer any other tariff and use 
provisions in agreements other than those determined or approved by NERSA as part of its 
licensing conditions. Notwithstanding the above, NERSA may in prescribed circumstances 
approve a deviation from set or approved tariffs. Other principles from the LGMSA are:  
 
 Users of municipal services should be treated equitably in the application of tariffs.  
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 The amount individual users pay for services should generally be in proportion to their 
use of that service.  
 
 Low income households must have access to at least basic services through:  
o tariffs that cover only operating and maintenance costs;  
o special tariffs or life line tariffs for low levels of use or consumption of services or 
for basic levels of service; or  
o any other direct or indirect method of subsidization of tariffs for low income 
households.  
 
 Tariffs must reasonably reflect the costs associated with rendering the service, including 
capital, operating, maintenance, administration and replacement costs, and interest 
charges.  
 
 Tariffs must be set at levels that facilitate the financial sustainability of the service, 
taking into account subsidization from sources other than the service concerned.  
 
 Provision may be made for the promotion of local economic development through 
special tariffs for categories of commercial and industrial users.  
 
 The economical, efficient and effective use of resources, the recycling of waste and 
other appropriate environmental objectives must be encouraged.  
 
 The extent of subsidization of tariffs for low income households and other categories of 
users should be fully disclosed.  
 
o A tariff policy may differentiate between different categories of users, debtors, 
service providers, services, service standards, geographical areas and other 
matters as long as such differentiation does not amount to unfair discrimination.  
 
The above principles, together with some other tariff objectives, are an indication that different 
stakeholders have different expectations of tariff. These objectives are sometimes in conflict, 
and trade-offs would need to be made during the process of tariff determination. 
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2.8.2 RETAIL TARIFF PROCESS 
 
Once a determination on the MYPD application is made, Eskom is required to submit its 
proposals for the structuring of the retail tariffs, based on the price increase, to NERSA for 
approval. The retail tariffs schedule would need to take cognizance of the Inclining Block 
Tariffs for residential customers. NERSA will then make a decision on these tariff structures. 
 
Currently, the retail tariffs are based on a cost of supply study, where costs are allocated to 
different cost drivers. The tariffs are designed to be as cost reflective as possible however, due 
to historical cross-subsidies this is not always the case. The cost to supply industrial customers 
is lower than the cost to supply residential customers (network voltage, electrical losses etc.); 
however, due to recent decisions to limit price increases to protect low income customers, the 
resultant cross subsidies have been spread across all other customers including the non-
residential ones, implying that industrial customers pay more than their cost to supply. The 
current cost of supply study does not include the marginal cost for new capacity that will result 
from Eskom‘s new build program. Therefore the full extent of future cross subsidies resulting 
from the higher new capacity marginal costs to supply are yet to be estimated. 
 
2.9 Regulation 
 
The importance of vertical links between generation, transmission and distribution means that 
a monopoly at one level in the absence of regulation may translate into dominance at other 
levels. This implies that regulation is required if efficiency gains (both allocative and productive) 
from competition are to be realized where economies of scale allow for more than one 
operator. 
The role of the regulator encompasses three broad areas: 
 establishing and maintaining a structure and access that is open and fair to incumbents 
and entrants for each level of the industry to ensure effective competition in generation 
and supply; 
 Price and behavior, to meet both public and private efficiency goals; and 
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 Performance and company objectives: including product quality, maintenance and 
customer service. 
 
DME determines the EPP to be applied in the ESI and NERSA is tasked with establishing 
these or to establish the rules; regulations; plans; programs and projects in finer detail. In 
terms of the Electricity Regulation Act of 2006, NERSA is inter alia responsible for the 
consideration and issuing of licenses for all operating functions, regulation of prices and tariffs 
and mediation of disputes. Based on the objectives of the Electricity Regulation Act of 2006, it 
is necessary to highlight the following with regard to the efficient implementation of the EPP:  
 Orderly coordination of licensing, system of appeals and public hearings are 
important aspects in the regulation process.  
 Timescales in respect of submissions and feedback of information to various 
parties are essential to ensure cooperation in all respects.  
 The nature of regulation should be established. The tougher the attitude of the 
regulatory personnel, the more difficult co-operation could become. A balanced 
approach is necessary.  
 A justification for and acceptance of all aspects of regulation are required because 
the level of tariffs is argued in many instances.  
 A case has to be made for ex post and ex ante regulations because they could 
affect the magnitude of the adjustments.  
 The acceptance of a fair return on capital employed is necessary. Returns in line 
with the risks involved should be the aim and should include full costs as well as a 
reasonable margin.  
 Co-operation between generation, transmission, distribution and other divisions of 
the market participants are necessary to ensure achievable goals for the various 
divisions.  
 The formulation of the primary objectives of stakeholders aligned with ensuring a 
balance between the required capital investments (adequate capacity) and 
utilization levels is attained.  
 Economic and technical efficiency is necessary to minimize prices and maximize 
both supply and service quality.  
 Competition as far as possible and justified is required.  
 Price discrimination should be justified.  
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 Harmony in the ESI is necessary.  
 Disputes and complaints should be addressed promptly. 
  
The above requirements imply that the acts of the Regulator should demonstrate inter alia the 
following attributes: Openness, transparency, aptness, informative, timeliness, efficiency, 
customer focus, fairness and equity, independence, honesty and integrity. 
 
2.10 Security of supply 
 
In the past, Eskom has been the supplier of last resort and has ensured security of supply, 
although with some economic cost because of the large over-investments experienced in the 
1980s and 1990s. 
 
In a competitive market, security of supply in the short term is governed by the system operator 
who is responsible for balancing supply and demand on a real-time basis. In the long term, an 
efficient market should send the correct signals for investors to respond to new generation (or 
demand-side) opportunities. Further, the use of capacity payments, linked to loss-of-load 
probability, can act as an additional price signal to investors as reserve margins decrease. This 
does not always work, however. In the UK for example, it was simply exploited by large 
generators for short-term price advantage. 
 
In the transition to a fully competitive market, it is important that the system operator undertake 
integrated resource planning to produce an indicative generation and demand-side 
management plan. Regular publication of these plans assists investors in understanding future 
needs of the market.  
2.10.1 Barriers or problems in the ESI 
 
There are three dimensions to the electricity problem faced by South Africa 
(Department of Minerals and Energy, 2008): 
 A capacity problem: the installed capacity is insufficient to meet peak demands; 
 A supply problem: the desired consumption of electricity exceeds the capacity of the 
system to supply it; and 
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 A reserve margin problem: the margin between capacity and demand is below what is 
safely required to allow routine maintenance, to meet unanticipated surges in demand 
and to cope with unanticipated down time. 
While these problems are related, they have different prime causes and may require different 
responses. The capacity problem is caused primarily by the gap between the installed (or 
operational) generating capacity and peak demand. The solutions are, on the supply side, to 
increase capacity by new investment and on the demand side, to reduce peak demand. This 
can be done by shifting the timing of peaks of different users, as well as by reducing those 
peaks through technical interventions. This is currently being done by Eskom. 
 
The supply problem is caused by a gap between consumption levels and the ability to supply 
power. The latter is determined by a combination of operational capacity and the ability to run 
over sustained periods. This depends in part upon technical requirements for maintenance and 
in part upon availability of complementary inputs, primarily coal. In South Africa there is a 
constraint on production caused by the quality and quantity of coal supplies. 
The reserve margin problem in South Africa has been caused by demand increasing faster 
than operational capacity. It results in less time for maintenance and in equipment being run 
harder and longer than is optimal as well as reducing the buffer for unplanned down time so 
that any such time leads to disruptions of supply. The problem can be addressed in the long 
run by increasing capacity. With given capacity in the short term, the ability to meet 
unanticipated increases in demand depends in part on the ready availability of inputs such as 
coal. When stocks have been depleted, they can only be rebuilt if coal purchases exceed 
usage. This can be achieved in part by reducing electricity consumption. 
All three problems can thus be solved by various combinations of increased supply capacity 
and reduced use. In the short term, the scope for the former is limited (but not non-existent), 
placing much of the burden of adjustment on the demand side. In broad terms, users need to 
be either induced or instructed to use less electricity. 
‗Inducements‘ could be targeted incentives to cut use; for example, subsidies for installing less 
electricity-intensive equipment, or price increases that persuade users to conserve electricity in 
whatever way they can. ‗Instructions‘ covers all forms of rationing. Rationing can be direct – 
some explicit administrative rule which decides which users will cut back and by how much – or 
indirect – some process which is not based on targeting specific users but employs other 
criteria such as geographical area or time (such as load shedding). 
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The policy problem is to find ways of reducing uses that impose the least cost on the economy 
in terms of foregone output, reduced employment and increased social disruption. While it is 
natural to focus attention in the short term on the lost output (and jobs), the greater cost is 
probably foregone growth. Lack of electricity constrains South Africa‘s ability to benefit from the 
international commodity boom. It also exacerbates negative influences on the economy, such 
as rising oil prices. While these consequences may not be completely avoidable, it is important 
that they are minimized as far as possible. 
 
Both demand and consumption can be affected by price however, they are not necessarily 
affected in the same way. Consumption is affected by cost to the user, although this is not the 
only determinant. The specifics of some uses may limit users‘ ability to respond to price 
increases. For example, the possibility of switching to other sources of energy varies across 
users however, within these structural constraints, raising the price will reduce consumption. 
Peak demand depends not only on the level of consumption but also on its pattern.  
One can think of this as equivalent to carrying stocks of materials and finished product as a 
precaution against unanticipated disruption of supply and production. Since electricity cannot 
be stored easily, reserve capacity is the only way the industry can take such precautions. 
 One can think of a production process as requiring two different electricity inputs, one related 
to starting up the process and the other to running it. For example, in mining the start and end 
of a shift, in which lift gear is heavily used, has a higher demand than the rest of the shift. It 
may well be that the best way for mines to reduce electricity consumption in response to a 
price increase is to reduce other consumption, but to maintain the peak demand at the start 
and end of shifts. A general price rise may accentuate the difference between peak and 
‗normal‘ demand, but not necessarily reduce the peak. To be certain of reducing demand 
through a price increase requires a time-dependent tariff structure. 
 
The same considerations apply to using rationing to affect consumption and demand. Even 
when rationing reduces consumption, it may not reduce demand and vice versa. To affect 
demand, the rationing instrument has to focus on a particular time of day or particular seasonal 
use. The above discussion is intended to highlight the importance of understanding the specific 
problem we wish to address and the appropriate instruments for doing so. It should not be 
taken as suggesting that these varied instruments do not already exist in South Africa. Eskom 
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already has mechanisms specifically aimed at peak demand. For example, large users are 
charged tariffs based on agreed peak usage, and pay penalty prices if they exceed these 
limits. In most instances such users have installed equipment to monitor peak use and 
automatically switch use if they are approaching the limit.  
 
It is crucial that the EPP should receive the highest possible priority with the current electricity 
supply situation in South Africa. The ESI is faced with a number of important challenges as 
pointed out in this report. Although there are perhaps other critical issues to be addressed at 
this stage, the implementation of an efficient EPP would make a very important contribution to 
the state of the industry. The EPP involves inter alia aspects of generation, transmission, 
distribution, cross-subsidies, DSM and regulatory matters. 
  
South Africa needs to make substantial investments in the generation, transmission and 
distribution industries to meet the growing demand of an expanding economy. In addition it is 
acknowledged that certain infrastructure backlogs also need to be addressed to maintain and 
improve quality of supply and service delivery. Furthermore, it is anticipated that independent 
power producers and renewable energy projects will play a more prominent role in South 
Africa's future energy mix. 
  
It is essential that the industry moves towards tariff levels that will ensure a sustainable and 
viable industry. It has been highlighted that there is an importance of non-discriminatory pricing 
practices as well as the need to promote pricing transparency and the unbundling of tariffs. 
These are essential requirements to attract investments and to unlock efficiencies. 
   
The EDI should apply cost reflective tariffs for properly defined customer categories within a 
short period of time. The tariffs need to be set according to the results from experimental 
studies which must be undertaken periodically and all possible types of costs should be shown 
transparently. 
  
The need to increase the utilization of the generation, transmission and distribution 
infrastructure and natural resources in the country should be addressed with the application of 
appropriate strategies to ensure the provision of DSM, energy efficiency, rationing and other 
strategies funded from a range of sources to mobilize resources optimally and to ensure 
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security of supply in the country. 
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Chapter 3 
 Electricity Demand 
 
The main purpose of this chapter is to discuss, in detail, electricity demand in South Africa. 
Firstly by discussing current electricity demand and the main contributors to the demand then 
going on to discuss the demand in the different sectors of the South African economy and the 
impact of DSM on electricity demand, and in conclusion, looking at the electricity intensity and 
future demand. 
According to the Department of Energy  balances in 2006, electricity demand was almost one 
third of South Africa‘s final total energy demand of 2 735 Peta Joule (PJ) – see figure 3.1 
below.  Final energy is the term used for energy directly consumed by end-users, and should 
not be confused with primary energy, which in some cases is converted into final energy.  For 
example, coal used as a primary energy source is converted into liquid fuels or electricity. 
   
 
Figure 3:1 SA Final Energy Market 2006 (Electricity paid for by the user)   
 
Source: Department of Energy balances - 2006 
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Electricity is therefore a very important final energy source in South Africa. 
There is not much official, accurate and dependable historical time series data for electricity 
demand available for South Africa over the long term however, historical monthly data for 
electricity available for distribution in South Africa is published by StatsSA.  This data series 
goes back to 1972.  Electricity available for distribution is also referred to as electricity ―sent 
out‖, which is equal to electricity sales plus transmission and distribution losses.  Figure 3.2 
below shows how the RSA electricity ―sent out‖ demand has increased over time.  Electricity 
export figures to the neighbouring states are shown on top of the RSA sent out figures, with the 
line graph indicating the growth rate of the RSA sent out plus exports to neighbouring 
countries. 
 
Figure 3:2 RSA Electricity Sent Out and Eskom Exports   
 
Source: StatsSA 2009 
Although there was a continuous increase in absolute demand for electricity over the period, 
the rate of increase, or growth rate, has decreased.  The average growth rate of electricity 
demand during the seventies was about 8% p.a.  The period 1967 to 1982 in South Africa was 
characterized by the establishment of many energy intensive industries.  This, together with 
high economic growth during this period, contributed to high growth in electricity consumption.  
After the two oil crises of 1973 and 1979 economic growth declined and the introduction of 
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sanctions against South Africa from the seventies added to further decline, which caused the 
electricity demand growth rate to also decline.  
 During 2000 to 2007 South Africa experienced high economic growth and this, together with 
the simultaneous commodities boom, resulted in an average electricity demand growth of 3.5% 
during this period. 
 
The negative growth (drop) in electricity sent out experienced in 2008 and 2009 was a result of 
the shortage of electricity supply and the global recession.  Demand is currently recovering but 
growth in electricity demand will be restricted by supply investments and response to 
increasing electricity prices.   
South Africa has seen significant growth levels in electricity consumption and demand. Figure 
3.3 shows 4.31% more electricity was consumed in 2007 than in 2006. 
Figure 3:3 2006 vs. 2007 Week-on-Week Net Energy Sent Out 
 
Source: Interventions to address electricity shortage January 2008 
In addition to this growth in electricity consumption, the growth in peak demand from 2006 to 
2007 was 4.90% which was 1706MW. What is important to note in figure 3.4 is that for almost 
every week in 2007, the peak demand was higher than that of 2006 and significantly so. 
(Interventions to address electricity shortages 2008)  
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Figure 3:4 2006 vs. 2007 Week-on-Week Net Peak Demand 
 
Source: Interventions to address electricity shortage January 2008 
Despite the growth in electricity demand in the past years there were reduced electricity 
demand levels in 2009 mainly due to the economic down turn, but this has since been 
returning to normal activity levels. 
 
South Africa has a very diverse electricity demand market.  It varies from large, deep level 
mines and large electricity intensive industries, to low electricity intensive users such as light 
industries, commercial, and residential users. As a result of its open economy and volatile 
commodity prices, electricity demand can vary substantially at times. 
 
The main contributors to electricity demand in South Africa are the Industrial; Municipal; 
Transportation; Agriculture; Commercial; and Residential sectors, with the municipalities being 
the largest contributor to Eskom sales in 2010 as shown below in figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3:5 Eskom electricity sales 2010 
 
Source: Eskom Annual report 2010 
 
Figure 6 below shows the path of historical electricity demand of residential consumers in 
relation to the rest of the total electricity demand.  Residential demand is currently estimated at 
about 19% of total South African demand for electricity.  Average annual growth in residential 
electricity consumption from 2000 to 2007 is estimated at about 4.5%.  The years 2008 and 
2009 are excluded due to the electricity supply restrictions and recession in these years.  
Residential demand includes Eskom‘s direct sales to residential consumers in peri-urban 
areas, Eskom sales to pre-paid customers, municipal sales to residential consumers and 
municipal sales to pre-paid consumers.  The bulk of residential demand falls within the 
municipal areas. 
   
Electrification of households previously without electricity, which started in 1991, is still in 
progress both within Eskom‘s area of supply, as well as in the municipal areas largely for pre-
paid users.   
 
Since about 2002, Government has embarked on a campaign to provide free basic electricity 
of 50 kWh per household per month, the bulk of which falls within municipal areas. 
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Figure 3:6 SA Electricity Demand-Sales   
 
Source: Conningarth 2010 (Estimates based on NERSA data up to 2005) 
Figure 7 below is an estimate of the historical electricity demand of all the different sectors of 
the economy.  It is evident that mining and manufacturing are the two largest consumers of 
electricity in South Africa however, it is also clear from this graph that their share is decreasing, 
typical of an economy which is slowly moving towards becoming more services based.  
Demand generated by the mining sector has actually remained reasonably constant over the 
period under review, despite the declining gold mining industry.  
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Figure 3:7 SA Electricity Demand by Sector-Sales   
 
Source: Conningarth 2010 (Estimates based on NERSA data up to 2005) 
 
3.1Electricity Demand: the industrial sector 
 
The industrial sector consumes the largest proportion of electricity in South Africa. In 2010 the 
industrial sector consumed 55816GWh of electricity. The industrial sector in South Africa 
consists of the mining; manufacturing; construction and all processing sectors of energy. The 
industrial sector is dominated by large processing plants which are the biggest consumers of 
electricity such as the iron and steel plants, the aluminium smelters, Sasol‘s coal to chemical 
feedstock plants and cement mills. (Energy Outlook 2002). The South African industrial sector 
is very energy intensive in that it uses large amounts of electricity for every dollar of added 
value compared with industries in the developed world. (Energy Outlook 2002). Final industrial 
energy consumption is dominated by coal which produces 50% of industrial energy and 
consumes 31% of electricity. 
According to the Energy Outlook 2002, future energy demand in the industrial sector will 
depend on various economic and political factors such as economic growth, export growth, the 
nature of the South African industry, energy efficiency more specifically electricity efficiency 
and selection of policy decisions in South Africa and internationally. Growth in GDP will be the 
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most important influence in electricity demand. According to the Eskom Factor Report 2011, 
growth in GDP in South Africa has been in line with growing electricity consumption over the 
past 18 years especially as the country‘s economy is reliant on energy intensive industries for 
growth. If there is no change in the economic structure, growth in the South African economy 
will be driven by higher electricity consumption in the years to come as can be seen in figure 8 
below. Existing studies such as Odhiambo 2009 have shown that there is a distinct causality 
and correlation between electricity demand and economic growth in South Africa. Another 
important influencing factor on the continued demand of the big users in the industrial sector 
such as mining, iron and steel, aluminium smelting, chemical and petrochemical is the fact that 
these are large exporters and will be affected by the state of the world market outside of South 
Africa. 
Figure 3:8 South Africa Power Consumption 
 
Source: Eskom Factor Report 2011 
 
Future electricity demand in the South African industrial sector will depend on economic growth 
and the structure of the economy as well as policy decisions such as energy regulation and 
tariffs. The volume and nature of exports will also have an impact on the demand. 
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3.2 Electricity demand: the Commercial sector 
 
In South Africa, the commercial sector also known as the services sector consists of 
government; office buildings; financial institutions; educational facilities and places of 
entertainment. Currently in South Africa this sector is growing more rapidly than any other 
sector of the economy. A major contribution of this growth was due to the 2010 soccer world 
cup held in South Africa which initiated the major development into the commercial sector. 
Electricity is the most important source of energy for the commercial sector providing 81% of its 
energy (Energy Outlook 2002). The electricity is mainly used for lighting, heating and air-
conditioning as well as for machinery such as computers and printers. 
3.3 Electricity demand: Agricultural sector 
 
The agricultural sector in South Africa doesn‘t have a very large electricity demand with 
electricity only contributing 21.2PJ of total energy consumption in 2002 (Energy Outlook 2002). 
Globalisation and commercialisation of farming is likely to lead to fewer commercial farmers 
with bigger farmers and increased exports and imports. This will lead to a search for more 
energy efficiency which is more important for agricultural energy demand and it is expected 
that vegetable wastes will decline in importance and that diesel and electricity will grow.  
 
3.4 Electricity demand: the Residential sector 
 
The residential sector in South Africa consumes approximately 18% of total electricity 
demanded. Trends in the household electricity demand differ significantly in rich and poor; 
urban and rural households in the residential sector of South Africa. Middle and high income 
households use a much higher share of electricity, for poor households, physical connection 
and affordability of electricity is an issue. Usually poor households are the last to be electrified 
and electricity is only used for lighting and media and not for cooking and heating. 
Eskom‘s industrial and residential electricity tariffs are amongst the world‘s lowest, and this is 
made possible by economies of scale and effective subsidies. This will soon change with the 
recent and future tariff increases. From the perspective of poor households however, electricity 
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remains expensive, especially when used for cooking and heating. High cut-off rates and 
community protests against cut-offs illustrates the problem of affordability. 
3.5 Demand Side Management  
 
According to the Eskom 2010 annual report the key objective of DSM is to implement 
measurable and sustainable demand reduction interventions  using energy efficiency and load 
reduction technologies that ensure energy savings via customer purchasing patterns( 
technology choices) and behavioural changes (usage patterns). 
In 2010 an Integrated Demand Management Division was created in Eskom to ensure short 
term security of supply by efficiently managing electricity demand. This decision was part 
Eskom‘s initiative to support and fund energy efficiency. The division‘s initiatives and 
programmes are aimed at balancing supply and demand in the short to medium term; it is 
mandated to drive Eskom‘s demand management response to the projected shortage of 
electricity and the building of a sustainable energy efficient society. 
 
The National Energy Regulator of South Africa has allocated R5.44 billion to fund initiatives 
such as implementing a step change in demand management delivery through an integrated 
and innovative portfolio of demand management initiatives, and communicating transparently 
the extent and nature of the electricity crisis to create acute national awareness and thereby 
drive the required response. (Eskom Annual report 2011) 
 
A few programmes where initiated by Eskom as part of the demand Side Management 
initiative such as the demand market participation programme which was approved by NERSA, 
which allows customers with flexible load to contract with Eskom to reduce their load demand 
on a year ahead or day ahead basis on any contracted day.  Eskom has the right to instruct 
participants to reduce their load if and when needed. The programme resulted in major 
benefits to consumers and the economy by reducing electricity charges and avoiding load 
shedding. 
 
Another programme which was initiated in January 2008 was the Power Conservation 
Programme. This programme was developed by Eskom on behalf of the National government. 
The programme was intended to help the department of Energy to create a sufficient reduction 
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in demand to allow for both generation plant maintenance as well as economic growth, since 
the gap between available supply and projected electricity demand is still a major concern for 
the country especially for the period 2011 and 2015. The key components of the PCP include 
the energy conservation scheme to reduce energy demand by approximately 10%. 
 
Hence the medium term risk mitigation recommended the formation of the energy conservation 
scheme to be established to advise the DOE on the appropriate strategies to address security 
of supply risks. The team is a joint technical initiative between government; industry and 
business; the municipalities and Eskom. Eskom implemented a voluntary energy conservation 
scheme in July 2008 with its top 250 customers. The scheme has been developed to align as 
closely as possible with the envisaged regulatory scheme and also has an allocation 
management system to help consumers load their baselines to manage their monthly 
allocations. Since the start of the programme an energy saving of about 5% has been 
achieved. 
 
Another DSM initiative which was implemented in December 2003 was the mass 
implementation of compact fluorescent lamps which was concluded in 2010. Since its inception 
over 47million bulbs have been installed country wide in the residential sector, realising 
demand savings of 195MW. 
 
The initiated DSM projects have been very successful resulting in the demand savings in the 
evening peak which is (18:00-20:00) having risen in line with the growing requirements for 
demand reduction. The accumulated verified demand savings for the years 2005 to 2011 is 
2717MW. 
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Figure 3:9 Verified accumulated demand savings. 
 
Source: Eskom Annual report 2011 
 
 
3.6 Electricity Demand Drivers 
 
According to a study done by (R. Inglesi-Lots and J Blignaut 2011) it was found that there are 
three main factors behind the increase in electricity demand. These factors are production 
changes; changes in the structure of the economy and efficiency improvement which is 
measured as the change in electricity intensity. 
Since the start of the 1990‘s specifically 1994 onwards, after the democratisation of the 
country, the South African economy underwent some major structural changes directly as a 
result of apartheid policies, poor rural areas suffered from, among others, a lack of access to 
basic services such as electricity. Almost two thirds of the South African population did not 
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have access to electricity before 1994 (Ziramba 2008). In addition the new post 1994 South 
African government considered electricity provision as very important to the growth and 
development of the country (DME 2003). It is therefore not surprising that the demand for 
electricity since then has followed the country‘s economic growth path. 
Figure 3:10 Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Maximum Demand (MD) 
 
Source: Data collected from Eskom and SARB. 
 
The results from the sectorial decomposition study done by (Inglesi-Lots and J Blignaut 2011) 
shows that there was a large increase in electricity consumption in South Africa from 1993 to 
2006 which amounts to a total increase of 131,024GWh. This was expected since the South 
African economy started growing rapidly in the last two decades with the most dominant driving 
force for electricity consumption being output change which is responsible for 152364GWh of 
the total increase in electricity consumption. This effect is due to the fact that South Africa has 
undergone major political; social and economic changes during the period, resulting in a sharp 
increase in economic activity. Structural changes also contributed to the increase in electricity 
consumption by 98220GWh. The efficiency effect (change in the level of electricity intensity) 
was the only factor in the decomposition study contributing to a decrease in electricity 
consumption. Although both electricity consumption and total output increased substantially 
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over the study period, raising the overall electricity intensity of the country, the rate of the 
increase was declining. The declining rate of increase is considered to be due to efficiency 
improvements. The efficiency improvements contributed a decrease of 119560GWh in the total 
change. This implies that if it were not for the slowdown in the increase in electricity intensity, 
electricity consumption would have been higher by about 120000GWh. 
Results from the same study also show the significance of technological improvement for 
electricity demand. The efficiency effect (or technology effect) is the only factor that contributes 
to downward pressure on the electricity consumption. This is because the technology effect 
can work in either of two ways or a combination thereof firstly the technology effect can 
motivate consumers to switch to cost effective and cleaner forms of energy and or secondly it 
could encourage them to decrease the electricity usage. The study also showed that for South 
Africa the production effect is the main factor driving electricity demand higher. Even though 
South Africa is an emerging economy that has seen much political change over the past two 
decades the structural effect was not a dominant effect, on the contrary to other developing 
countries where structural changes were the main contributor. 
3.7 Demand drivers sectorial impact 
 
According to the (Inglesi-Lots and J Blignaut 2011) study, the sectorial ranking of the 
aggregate effect on electricity consumption for the period 1993-2006 showed that the majority 
of the sectors, with exception of mining and quarrying; wood and wood products; machinery 
and textiles and leather, have experienced an increase in the electricity consumption from 
1993-2006. 
The top three contributors to national electricity consumption were non-ferrous metals which 
consumed 14089GWh; iron and steel 13027; and chemical and petrochemical 8449GWh. 
Increases in production are part of the rising electricity usage in all sectors of the South African 
economy. Iron and steel are responsible for 40% of the total production effect. 
Efficiency improvements played a role in only 5 of the 14 sectors in the reduction of electricity 
consumption.  These sectors included the transport; iron and steel; mining and quarrying; 
wood and wood products and machinery sectors Non-ferrous metals contributed much to the 
aggregate effect and presented the highest positive efficiency effect. It is clear that even 
though the national economy wide effects indicate a slowdown in the rate of increase in 
electricity intensity and hence efficiency improvements, that this effect is not countrywide, it is 
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highly sector specific. 
The three main contributors to electricity demand in the South African economy are the non-
ferrous metals; iron and steel and chemical and petrochemical sectors. Increases in production 
have proven to be part of the rising electricity usage in all the sectors of the South African 
economy. 
Structural economic changes don not affect the demand for electricity in the same way for all 
the sectors. For some sectors it may have a negative effect but it mostly has a contributing 
effect to the rising demand for most of the high electricity demanding sectors such as transport; 
iron and steel and non-ferrous metals. The various production sectors in the South African 
economy have different electricity demand profiles. Change in production is the main factor 
responsible for the increase in demand for electricity. 
The main objective of most macroeconomic policies is an increase in the country‘s production 
however; it has been proven in numerous studies that such an increase would be a 
contributing factor to higher electricity demand. Such policies will need to be considered in the 
planning of current and future capacity build programmes in order to efficiently cater for the 
increasing demand for electricity in South Africa. 
3.8 Electricity intensity in South Africa 
 
Electricity intensity is defined as the amount of electricity consumed for one Rand of GDP 
produced in real terms.  Even though growth in output of the economy is a major driver of 
electricity consumption, the electricity intensity of the economy has a large impact on current 
and future electricity demand.  If, for example, electricity intensity is on the increase, it will add 
to the demand for electricity over the period.  This is what happened during the period 1967 to 
1982 when major energy intensive industries were established in South Africa. 
Figure 3.11 below shows the trend of the historical electricity intensity of the South African 
economy over time.  The decline in intensity since 1997 was due to the fact that South Africa‘s 
economic structure had been changing towards becoming more secondary and tertiary 
industry sector based (Conningarth 2010). 
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Figure 3:11 South Africa’s Total Electricity Intensity (GDP 2005 = 100)   
 
Source: Conningarth 2010 StatsSA 
 
Figure 3.12 below shows how the share of mining has declined from about 25% of GDP in 
1962 to about 6% in 2009.  Mining, which is part of the primary sector, is a very electricity 
intensive industry.  The share of finance, which is part of the tertiary sector, has increased from 
just less than 14% in 1962 to just less than 25% in 2009.  The electricity intensity of the finance 
sector is actually very low, so the rise in its share of total demand stems from its relatively high 
economic growth rate. 
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Figure 3:12 South Africa’s GDP- Sectoral Share   
 
Source: Conningarth 2010 StatsSA 
 
Figure 3.13 below shows how the electricity intensity of the sectors differs.  Mining and 
manufacturing are by far the most electricity intensive sectors.  
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Figure 3:13 South Africa’s Sectoral Electricity Intensity   
 
Source: Conningarth 2010 Estimates based on StatsSA and NERSA data 
 
Economists regard the decrease in the electricity intensity coefficient of an economy over time 
as an indication of improved economic efficiency/value add in terms of electrical energy 
utilization.  Figure 9 on South Africa‘s electricity intensity displays the historical period between 
1973 and 2009.  The country‘s electricity intensity was on the increase and nearly doubled 
between 1973 and 1997.  After 1997 when electricity intensity started to decrease the 
economic efficiency, in terms of electrical energy utilization, began to improve.  The latter 
implies that the South African economy is now using less electricity per one Rand of GDP 
output in real terms – about the same as in 1985.  It is expected that the future electricity 
intensity of the South African economy will continue to show a gradual decline as the economy 
matures further and becomes more services based.   
3.9 Future electricity demand 
In order to sustain current and future economic growth, major investments in new generating 
capacity need to be made.  This new generating capacity is needed not only to satisfy future 
growth in demand, but also to replace the contribution of generating capacity by older stations 
that will be coming to the end of their working lives.  In addition to the investment required for 
new generating capacity, new investment will also be required for expansion and upgrading of 
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the electricity transmission and distribution networks in order to cater for the anticipated growth 
in electricity demand. Future electricity demand is dependent on the expected growth of the 
various economic sectors, as well as the course that the real price of electricity is expected to 
follow. The impact of the future tariff increases might have a major negative impact on the 
large users of electricity.  This places a question mark on the viability of further growth in 
electricity intensive industries.   
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CHAPTER 4  
Link between electricity and macro-economic variables 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to review the link between electricity and macro-economic 
variables. 
 
Although the overall direct contribution of electricity to the overall South African GDP is 
relatively small, the electricity sector plays a major enabling role in that it serves as a critical 
input for all the other sectors of the economy. 
The electricity sector forms part of the primary sector which only contributes approximately 
12% towards GDP directly, the sector‘s indirect contribution towards jobs and output within the 
tertiary and secondary sectors is significant. The importance or significance of an individual 
sector or contributor to a sector to the national economy should be assessed both in terms of 
its contribution to output and growth in the economy, hence GDP. According to data from Stats 
SA shown in figure 4.1 below, the direct contribution of electricity to the overall South African 
GDP in 2010 was 2.8% which is relatively small but this sector play a significant enabling role 
as an important input for all the other sectors of the economy. 
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Figure 4:1 South African Contribution to GDP by Sector 2010 
     
Source: Author data sourced from Stats SA 2010 
 
4.1 Trends in electricity consumption by sector 
 
According to consumption of electricity data for 2010 from Stats SA, the non-ferrous metals 
and gold mining industries are the single largest consumers of electricity in South Africa. They 
are important drivers of the overall demand for electricity. 
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Figure 4:2 Consumption of electricity by sector 2010 
 
Source: Author data sourced from Stats SA 2010 
 
Electricity, wholesale and retail trade, other mining and petroleum sectors are the next four 
largest consumers of electricity and together account for another 25% of South Africa‘s total 
electricity consumption. 
According to a study conducted by Frost and Sullivan (June 2011), the top 15 sector 
consumers of electricity in South Africa also contribute 45% to GDP. Even though the non-
ferrous metals and gold mining sectors are the largest consumers of electricity, they make a 
relatively small contribution to GDP. The wholesale and retail trade sector on the other hand is 
among the largest consumers of electricity, but makes an even larger proportional contribution 
to GDP. Energy intensive sectors like gold mining and non-ferrous metals; accommodation and 
pharmaceuticals add relatively little value to the economy in terms of GDP per unit of electricity 
consumed. 
The overall contribution of these sectors to GDP also depends on their linkages to other 
sectors in the economy. For example, while the direct contribution of the mining industry to 
GDP is only 6% it is also linked to a number of other sectors such as engineering services, 
financial and business services, banking, construction, transport, manufacturing etc.  Therefore 
its indirect contribution to GDP would be significantly higher. 
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Figure 4:3 Sectoral comparison of electricity use and contribution to GDP 2009 
 
Source: Deloitte (2012) (reconstructed from Frost and Sullivan (2011))  
 
4.2 Trends in electricity consumption by sector sales 
 
Aggregated gold, coal, and other mining contribute approximately 18% to total electricity 
consumption. A breakdown of Eskom‘s sales to the mining industry from 1980-2008 was done 
in a study by Deloitte (2009) and it showed that gold was a dominant consumer of electricity in 
the mining industry over that period. The breakdown also showed that overall consumption of 
electricity by the mining sector had been relatively stable since the 1990s, since the decrease 
in electricity consumption from the gold sector was replaced by the increase in electricity 
consumption by the platinum sector. 
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Figure 4:4 Eskom direct sales of electricity to the mining sector 1980-2008 
 
Source: Deloitte (2009) 
A similar breakdown was also done for the manufacturing sector and it showed that sales of 
electricity to the to this sector increased sharply from 1980 to 2008, driven mainly by growth 
and increased consumption by non-ferrous metals and iron and steel sub-sector as can be 
seen in figure 4.5 below. 
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Figure 4:5 Eskom direct sales of electricity to the manufacturing sector, 1980-2008 
 
Source: Deloitte (2009) 
 
The overall analysis of the sub-categories of Eskom Sales done in the same study showed that 
growth in electricity consumption from 1980-2008 was largely due to increased demand from 
the large manufacturing customers and sales to redistributors, which are municipalities, who 
primarily supply residential and commercial customers. 
Figure 4:6 Trend in Eskom sales by category of customer, 1980-2008 
 
  Source: Deloitte (2009) 
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4.3 Key Macroeconomic drivers of electricity consumption 
 
According to Platchkov and Pollitt (2011), at a macroeconomic level, the key drivers to 
electricity consumption are income, price and technology increasing levels of GDP which can 
also be seen as national income drive increased demand for electricity while increasing prices 
reduce consumption. 
It is believed that income is the dominant macroeconomic driver of electricity consumption, 
meaning that consumption is more responsive to changes in income than it is to changes in 
price. A study was done by Deloitte (2009) on the price elasticity of demand for electricity in 
South Africa, and it was found that the price elasticity of demand for electricity or the 
responsiveness of electricity demand to a change in price across a wide range of countries 
typically lies between -0.2 and -0.4, meaning that a 1% increase in prices usually results in a 
0.2 to 0.4 % decrease in demand. The income elasticity of demand for electricity on the other 
hand usually ranges from 0.8 to 1.1 although in some countries it is significantly higher. This 
means that a 1% increase in income or GDP would typically be associated with a 0.8% to 1.1% 
increase in electricity consumption. 
A study was done by Blignaut and Inglesi-Lotz (2011) on the evolution of the price elasticity of 
electricity demand in South Africa from 1986 to 2005. The study showed that there was a 
strong historical correlation between GDP and electricity consumption in South Africa as can 
also be seen below in figure 7, it was also found in the study that economic growth has proven 
to be one of the main drivers in South Africa and by contrast electricity prices have had almost 
no effect. ―While the price elasticity of electricity demand in South Africa was significantly 
negative in the 1980s, as real electricity prices declined they had increasingly little influence on 
consumption.‖ (Blignaut and Inglesi-Lotz, 2011)  
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Figure 4:7 Relationship between Income (GDP) and electricity in South Africa, 1993-2006 
 
Source: (Inglesi-Lotz & Blignaut 2011 b) 
Even though economic growth and prices may be the key drivers of electricity consumption in 
the long term, there are other factors that influence the consumption of electricity, such as the 
fact that not all sectors of the economy are equally reliant on electricity and consumption 
patterns vary considerably from one sector to another. In addition, as mentioned in (Platchkov 
and Pollit, 2011), new technologies and sources of electricity demand are continually 
influencing the ways in which electricity is consumed. There are two main influencing factors 
on electricity consumption at a sectorial level, these are the changing structure of the economy 
or the structural effect which relates to differences in the energy intensity of different sectors; 
and the influence of new technologies or the efficiency effect. 
The amount of electricity consumed in GWh or kWh to produce any given amount of output is 
known as the electricity intensity of that particular sector or economy. Since the electricity 
intensity of production varies across different sectors, changes in the structure of the economy 
can have a major impact on the trend in electricity consumption. The overall electricity intensity 
of any economy will typically increase as the country industrializes and moves from an 
agricultural economy to an industrial economy. According to (Inglesi-Lotz and Blignaut, 2011 b) 
the energy intensity of the economy starts to decline as it begins to move into the post-
industrial phase where growth is based increasingly on the rising demand for services such as 
health; education; and tourism rather than material goods. 
This is what is currently being experienced in the South African economy where it has been 
shown in some studies that it has evolved into more of a services-based economy and is less 
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dependent on the primary sector which consists mainly of mining and agriculture. According to 
Stats SA data in 1970, mining accounted for 21% of South Africa‘s total GDP while in 2010 its 
direct contribution was only 6% of GDP as shown in figure 8. In contrast, finance and business 
services contributed 24% to GDP in 2010 as compared to only 15% in 1970. 
 
Figure 4:8 Changing structure of the South African economy 1970-2010 
 
Source Deloitte (2012) 
According to (Inglesi-Lotz and Blignaut, 2011 b) despite the increasing contribution of less 
energy intensive services to the economy, the electricity intensity of the South African 
economy more than doubled in the period from 1990 to 2007. 
As mentioned earlier, another influencing factor of electricity consumption is the efficiency 
effect which is, according to the World Energy Council, the reduction of energy or electricity 
used for a given service such as lighting and heating due to technology improvements or 
technological changes. Energy efficiency is increasingly becoming recognised as one of the 
most economical ways of slowing down or reducing the demand for electricity and mitigating 
the risk of negative environmental impacts. In the study by Inglesi-Lotz and Blignaut (2011 b) 
which compares the electricity intensity of various sectors in the South African economy to the 
same industries in the OECD, it was found that there is significant scope for energy efficiency 
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gains in South Africa. 
The last of the key drivers of electricity consumption that were mentioned above electricity 
price. Historically electricity prices in South Africa have been very low with a declining trend. 
According to (Blignaut and Inglesi-Lotz, 2011) for much of the past 3 decades, electricity prices 
in South Africa have been low and declining in real terms. This can be seen in figure 4.9 below. 
 
 
 
Figure 4:9 Trend in average electricity prices realised by Eskom per kWh 
 
Source: Deloitte (2012) 
In the last 2 decades, since Eskom last invested in base load capacity, electricity tariffs have 
been declining to such an extent that Eskom was unable to finance the new build programmes 
on the basis of those existing low tariffs. 
There have been many factors in the past that have influenced the level and trend of electricity 
prices in South Africa such as change in the political and regulatory environments as well as 
Eskom‘s investment history and pricing policies.   
According to (Steyn G. ,2006) even though in 1974, a year after the international oil crisis, the 
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prices of many commodities such as coal; oil; and uranium increased sharply, electricity prices 
in South Africa remained relatively low and stable. 
According to a study done by Deloitte (2012) from 1971 to 1975 the demand for electricity 
supplied by Eskom, then known as ESCOM, consistently outstripped growth in supply. In 
response to the shrinking capacity reserve margin and reacting to concerns that the utility was 
holding back economic growth, Eskom rapidly increased its plant orders and construction of 
coal fired power station Matla began in October 1974, the Drakensburg Pump Storage Scheme 
in January 1975 and coal fired Duvha in November 1975. In order for Eskom to be able to 
finance the build programme and service its rapidly increasing debt, sharp increases in 
electricity prices where required. Between 1974 and 1978 Eskom increased electricity prices 
by just fewer than 70% in real terms. 
This scenario resembles the current situation being faced with the electricity crisis and price 
increases. Despite the fact that Eskom had technically created sufficient capacity to meet 
demand, the utility underestimated the risk associated with up-scaling to larger units and ran 
into enormous operational difficulties which presented as wide spread load shedding in 1981 
(Steyn G., 2006). 
To prevent further power shortages in the future, Eskom embarked on another expansion 
programme in the early 1980s which resulted in an overestimation of demand based on 
historical trends and optimistic growth forecasts; as well as over building of plant resulting in a 
massive power capacity surplus that persisted for the following decade (Eberhard and Mtepa 
,2003). As a result, Eskom was further compelled to increase price in real terms from 1982 to 
1983. By the late 1980s a substantial surplus power capacity problem had emerged. In a bid to 
further reduce excess capacity, Eskom mothballed and decommissioned a number of old and 
less efficient power plants. Surplus capacity was also marketed to industries for use in mineral 
beneficiation projects and negotiated interruptible supply agreements with Aluminium and 
Ferrochrome plants (Steyn G., 2006). 
As a result of having increased its price levels sharply in the late 1970s, Eskom was able to 
contain its rapidly increasing debt burden by maintaining prices in real terms throughout the 
1980s. By the early 1990s the interest burden on Eskom had reduced and Eskom came under 
pressure from government to reduce its prices. According to (Steyn G, 2004) as stated in 
(Deloitte ,2012), Eskom announced a pricing compact which was designed to allow average 
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prices to gradually reduce in real terms as its debt continued to decline in real terms. According 
to (Eberhard and Mtepa, 2003) as stated in (Deloitte, 2012) under the first voluntary pricing 
compact, Eskom told government it was prepared to reduce the real price of electricity by 
about a fifth between 1992 and 1996. According to Deloitte (2012) in the second pricing 
compact ―the RDP commitment‖ Eskom aimed to reduce the real price of electricity by 15% 
between 1994 and 2000. Due to its surplus generation capacity and financial policies Eskom 
was able to allow real prices to decline throughout the 1990s and by the end of the decade 
prices were well below full-economic levels (long-run marginal cost). The low prices attracted a 
further investment by energy-intensive industries. In the same period South Africa was 
transitioning into a new democratic era introducing a new government with changed priorities. 
Eskom then embarked on a massive electrification programme which increased the proportion 
of the population with access to electricity from one third to two thirds. Financial surplus 
generated in the 1990s was used to fund the electrification programme and to implicitly under-
price whole sale power. 
The above mentioned series of events and the increased economic growth and development 
have gradually led us to our current situation with the electricity crisis and increased electricity 
prices. 
The information discussed in this chapter confirms and describes the link between electricity 
consumption and macroeconomic variables more specifically, GDP.  
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Chapter 5  
Methodology 
 
―The first and most important step an econometrician has to take in attempting to 
model any relationship between variables is to specify the model with which the 
economic phenomenon will be investigated empirically (Koutsoyiannis, 1977). 
Aspects such as the variables that should be included in the model, a priori 
theoretical expectations about the sign and the size of the parameters of the function 
as well as the mathematical form of these equations come into play. In most cases 
economic theory does not clearly indicate the mathematical form of economic 
relationships. In view of this ambiguity econometricians usually experiment with a 
range of forms and then choose the best model according to certain criteria.” 
(Koster, 2005) 
The aim of this chapter is to discuss the various methods that where applied in 
conducting the empirical analysis of this study. Firstly, the Granger approach to 
causal modelling will be discussed from which properties are determined which will 
form the basis of the technique that will be used in the empirical analysis of this 
study. Thereafter, the method of ordinary least squares and its assumptions will be 
discussed as it is the most common method used to fit a line to data and its 
computational procedure is very simple and is an essential component of most other 
econometric techniques such as the one that is used in this study (Brooks 2008).  In 
the last two sections the data and identification of variables as well as the model 
building approach will be discussed. 
5.1 Granger Approach to Causality Modelling  
 
The following discussion is cited from Granger‘s Forecasting in Business and 
Economics Book 1989. This discussion will be used as a guide to inform the 
methodology steps followed in performing the empirical analysis of this study. 
In addition to Granger‘s discussion on causal models, he also has in-depth 
discussions on the different types of causality that can be found between variables. 
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The type which is of interest in this study and which will assist in attempting to 
answer research questions is that of feedback causality. 
According to Granger ― if X and Y are the only two random variables in a universe 
and one knows that X cannot cause Y, but if the possibility of Y causing X is still 
open to question, then an observed significant correlation could be interpreted 
causally. 
The assumption that X does not cause Y gives sufficient structure to the situation for 
a causal interpretation to be given. A method of giving structure to a group of 
economic variables is to apply, the following two rules that seem to be fairly 
generally acceptable: 
(i) The future cannot cause the past. Strict causality can occur only with the past 
causing the present or the future. 
(ii) It is sensible to discuss causality only for a group of stochastic processes. It is not 
possible to detect causality between two deterministic processes. 
Given these rules a possible definition of causality is as follows: 
Let P (A|B) denote the conditional distribution function of A given B, let  represent 
all the information in the universe at time t, and ask, does the series  cause the 
series ? Then if  
P ( ) =P ( )       (1) 
Where  is all the information in the universe apart from ,  does not cause 
. If (1) does not hold, then  does cause  
―It is doubtful that philosophers would completely accept this definition, and possibly 
cause is too strong a term to use.‖ (Granger; Newbold,1977:225). A better term 
might be temporarily related. 
The above rules postulate that instantaneous causality (IC) is impossible, so there 
must be a time delay between a cause and effect. Unfortunately, data limitations 
may make instantaneous causality appear likely. If the true delay between cause and 
effect is one day but if our stochastic processes are only observed monthly, IC will 
seem to occur. 
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A definition of IC between  and  would be:  
P ( ) ≠P ( )    (2) 
Then there is IC between  and . Feedback will occur if there is a pure (non 
IC) causality between  and  It is however not possible, in general, to differentiate 
between instantaneous causality in either direction and between instantaneous 
feedback. 
One is back to the simple correlation idea. Differentiation is possible only if one adds 
some extra structure, such as ―I know  cannot cause ‖. The definition as it stands 
is far too general to be testable. It is possible to reach a testable definition only by 
imposing considerable simplification and particularization to this definition. It is 
recognised that in so doing, the definition will become less intuitively acceptable and 
more error-prone. 
Rather than dealing with all the information in the universe, a plausible set of 
observed series, or information set  will have to be used. The selection of this set 
will presumably depend on some underlying theory, on one‘s intuition, and on what 
data is available. 
It will always be possible to obtain spurious causality between two variables because 
a third variable, causal to both, has been left out of . Then one should properly 
speak of ―causality with respect to the particular  used.‖ It is also impractical to 
hope to deal with conditional distribution functions when given only a finite amount of 
data, without making a specific assumption about the form of multivariate distribution 
involved. It is rare to have precise information about this distribution and an 
assumption of normality, for example, is not generally acceptable. An alternative 
route is to use a summary statistic instead of the whole conditional distribution, an 
example being the conditional mean. If this route is taken, then the above definition 
of pure causality can be expressed in terms of predictions. Let  represent the 
optimal prediction of  using information in , with consequent error 
 and error variance . 
If -  represents the information set apart from the series , then it can be said that 
 causes  with respect to  if . 
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In the stationary case, the variances will be independent of time and can be 
estimated. There is of course no overpowering reason why the cost function used 
should be a squared error, so the criterion for optimality of a forecast need not be 
least squares. Other metrics such as the AIC or  could be used and different 
conclusions about causation may be reached when one metric is used rather than 
another. 
One further problem still remains, and that is the form of prediction used. The 
completely general optimal prediction could well be a complicated nonlinear function 
of components of . Unless a specific theory is available to suggest the form of non-
linearity involved, this representation is too general to be useable. One is forced to 
consider a specific form for the prediction and the most used, due to simplicity, is the 
linear form. Thus, for pure pragmatic reasons, the ―optimal prediction‖ in the most 
recent definition should be replaced by ―optimal linear prediction‖ if one makes all 
these simplifications, one ends up with ―linear least-squares causality with respect to 
the information set ‖. (Granger Newbold, 1977:226)  
―It is very frequently the case that the value taken by a variable is at least partially 
determined by the values taken by other variables either at the same time or in 
previous time periods.‖ (Granger, 1989:123) For this study we have identified as 
many variables as possible to be examined which will be discussed later in the 
chapter. 
―The quantity of some good sold in a day will probably depend on the price at which 
it is offered,‖ for example similar to our case,‖ the amount of electricity used by a 
household may depend both on the price of electricity used by a household and the 
income of the household.‖ (Granger, 1989:123). Keeping this in mind, dependent 
variables most relevant to the purpose of the study will later be suggested. These 
dependent variables will be discussed in more detail in the variable identification 
section of this chapter. 
―Models based on such ideas are often called causal models, although they are 
usually just observed empirical relationships. An explanatory model is then one that 
presents an equation explaining the value of the variable of interest in terms of 
present values of one or more variables, and possibly also the past values of these 
variables.‖ (Granger, 1989:124) 
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 ―By inserting plausible values of the explanatory variables, conditional forecasts are 
obtained directly. To achieve unconditional forecasts, further equations are required 
for each of the explanatory variables to provide forecasts for these 
variables.‖(Granger, 1989:125)  
―These forecast values for the explanatory or causal variables are then used to form 
a forecast for the variable of interest.‖(Granger, 1989:125) 
If  is the series one wishes to forecast and  and  are possible explanatory 
series, then a further example of an explanatory model is 
         (3) 
To forecast one step ahead, write (3) as 
       (4) 
―Another model is therefore required to provide a forecast for   so that a forecast 
for  can be constructed. To forecast two or more steps ahead, a further equation 
is required to provide forecasts for . Once the necessary models are 
obtained, it is obviously quiet easy to construct forecasts; the problem is to achieve 
the correct explanatory or forecasting model in the first place.‖ (Granger, 1989:125) 
Granger suggests the following two rules as a guide.  
(i) Do not rely too heavily on a theory that merely appears to be sensible and is not 
founded on a sound base or a comprehensive empirical testing. 
(ii) There is little or no point in attempting to explain a variable just in terms of past 
values of other variables. It is almost always worth also including the past of the 
series being explained in the information set used to form a forecast.  
―There are circumstances where rule (ii) may seem not to apply, such as when in the 
series being explained, Xt is known to be made up of past and present values of the 
explanatory series Yt.‖ (Granger, 1989:125) 
This example leads to models of the form 
        (5) 
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―Which are called distributed lag models by Economists. Although they may appear 
to be sensible, such models do not have a great deal to recommend them, and 
output series  may contain features that are not related to the input series . For 
example the income series  for a family might be free of seasonal effects, but the 
spending series  may have a strong seasonal component.‖ (Granger, 1989:125) 
 In such a case, if a distributed lag model such as (5) is fitted to data, the error series 
will not be white noise. This has two effects. First, for technical reasons the 
estimates of the coefficients of the model obtained by a standard regression 
procedure may not be satisfactory, and second, the forecasts for  have to be 
altered. For example, if the model fitted is 
         (6) 
Then the forecast for  made at time n is 
       (7) 
Where the forecast of  is obtained by building a single-series model on past 
errors. It is possible that the need to forecast the error series exists in all of the 
models wherever the time series properties of the error series were left 
indeterminate. If the coefficients of the model are known or well estimated, then the 
sequence of past errors  can be extracted and a single- series model found to fit 
this series using model building methods such as the Box Jenkings model building 
technique. 
Suppose, for example an AR(1) model seems appropriate, so that 
            (8) 
Where   is white noise. The appropriate forecast of  to insert in (7) is then , 
which from (6) gives forecast of  
  
Substituting this into (7) shows that the best forecast  should involve  as well 
as further lagged  
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This then suggests that the original model would have been improved if it had used 
 in its information set. It is generally true to say that if a model uses 
sufficient lagged values of the variable being explained as well as lagged values 
explanatory variables, the resulting error series should be white noise. 
According to Granger the usual stages in forming a causal or regression model are 
as follows: 
(i) For the variable to be forecast, list likely explanatory or causal variables. The list 
should be based on some specific theory, if possible, but introspection is an 
acceptable source. 
(ii) Gather relevant data to be used to estimate and evaluate the model. Time series 
will be required for all the variables involved, and the series should be as long as 
possible in time span, although very ancient data may not be relevant. 
(iii) Propose a model of the following form (assuming  is to be forecast and two 
explanatory variables  and  are being used): 
         (9) 
And estimate it from the data, using ordinary least squares. If more than two 
explanatory variables are being used, then they should be added to the equation, 
both lagged and unlagged. 
If sufficient data are available at least one lag for each variable may be 
recommended, but if the data contains a seasonal component, a value of  
should be included. 
In practice various alternative lagged models should be fitted to the data and the 
most satisfactory chosen, that is, the model which leads to the smallest sum of 
squared errors. 
Various techniques are available such as generalizations of single-series method or 
the Box Jenkins procedures and can be followed in building the model. For this study 
the dynamic regression ARDL approach will be used as a basis. 
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One very important aspect of the model eventually chosen is that its error or residual 
series should be white noise. 
This can be checked by looking at the correlogram of the residuals of the model. The 
reasons for requiring the errors to be white noise is that if this is not so, the 
estimation procedure can lead to unsatisfactory estimates and also because the full 
forecasting possibilities are not being realized if the errors are themselves somewhat 
forecastable. This leads to serial correlation in the residuals.  
As was suggested by Granger in the above discussion, the Ordinary Least Squares 
method will be used in estimating the model. The method of Ordinary Least Squares 
and its origins will be discussed in this next section of the chapter. 
There are a variety of linear econometric methods that can be used to derive 
estimates of the parameters of economic relationships. The simple linear regression 
model is basically a relationship between two variables, one dependent and one 
explanatory, related with a linear function. The model can be expanded to a multiple 
regression which refers to the relationship between more than two variables. 
The generic form of the simple linear regression model is: 
 
                                                    (15) 
 
Where  is the dependent variable and  indicates a linear function of   , the 
explanatory variable. This equation is known as the population regression function 
(PRF), which states that the expected value of the distribution of  given  is linearly 
related to  (Gujarati: 2003).  
 
5.1.1 Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) Method 
 
According to Gujarati (2003) the method of ordinary least squares (OLS) has various 
viable statistical properties that have made it one of the most influential and popular 
methods of regression analysis. The OLS method ensures that the estimated values 
of the coefficients are as accurate as possible by minimizing the sum of the squared 
residuals where the residual is the distance between the actual and estimated value 
of the specific variable. 
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The OLS method entails taking a vertical distance from a point to a line, squaring it 
and then minimising the total sum of the areas of squares (hence ‗least squares‘), as 
shown in figure 5.1 below. 
Figure 5:1 OLS Method of fitting a line to data by minimising the sum of square residuals 
 
Source: Brooks 2008 
This can be viewed as equivalent to minimising the sum of the areas of the squares 
drawn from the points to the line. Let  denote the actual data point for observation t 
and let  denote the fitted value from the regression line in other words, for the 
given value of  of this observation  is the value for  which the model would 
have predicted. Let  denote the residual, which is the difference between the 
actual value of  and the value fitted by the model for this data point i.e. . 
This is shown below in figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5:2 
 
Source: Brooks 2008 
What is done is to minimise the sum of the . The reason that the sum of the 
squared distances is minimised rather than finding the sum of  that is as close to 
zero as possible, is that in the latter case some points will lie above the line while 
others lie below it. When the sum to be made as close to zero as possible is formed, 
the points above the line would count as positive values while those below would 
count as negatives. So these distances will in a large part cancel each other out 
which would mean that one could fit virtually any line to the data, so long as the sum 
of the distances of the points above the line and the sum of the distances of the 
points below the line where the same. In that case, there would be no unique 
solution for the estimated coefficients. Taking the squared distances ensures that all 
deviations that enter the calculation are positive and do not cancel out. Minimising 
the sum of squared distances is given by minimising  
  
―This sum is known as the residual sum of squares (RSS) or the sum of squared 
residuals.‖ (Brooks 2008) Letting  and  denote the values  and  selected by 
minimising the RSS, respectively, the equation for the fitted line is given by 
 .                                                       
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Let  denote the RSS, which is also known as the loss function. 
                     
Where T is the number of observations. L is minimised with respect to (w.r.t) and 
, to find the values of and  which minimize the residual sum of squares to give 
the line that is closest to the data. So L is differentiated w.r.t and , setting the first 
derivatives to zero. The coefficient estimators of the slope and the intercept are 
given by 
           (5.1)           
            (5.2) 
Equations (5.1) and (5.2) state that, given only  and , it is always possible to 
calculate the values of the two parameters and , that best fit the set of data. 
Equation (5.1) is the easiest formula to use to calculate the slope estimate. 
5.1.2 Properties of the OLS estimator 
 
Brooks 2008 states that estimators and  determined by OLS will have a few 
properties known as Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUE). These properties are 
discussed further below. 
 Estimator -  and  are estimators of the true value of and  
 Linear - and  are linear estimators which means that the formulae for and 
are linear combinations of the random variables. 
 Unbiased – on average, the actual values of and  will be equal to their true 
values. 
 Best – means that the OLS estimator  has minimum variance among the 
class of linear unbiased estimators; the Gauss Markov theorem proves that 
the OLS estimator is best by examining an arbitrary alternative linear 
unbiased estimator and showing in all cases that it must have a variance no 
smaller than the OLS estimator. 
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Brooks 2008 also states that the OLS estimator can be shown to have the desirable 
properties that it is consistent, unbiased and efficient. These characteristics will be 
discussed in more detail below. 
5.1.2.1 Consistency 
The least squares estimators and  are consistent. Which can be stated 
algebraically for   as  
     
This is a mathematical way of stating that the probability (Pr) that   is more 
than some arbitrary fixed distance  away from its true value tends to zero as 
the sample size tends to infinity, for all positive values of . In the limit, the 
probability of the estimator being different to the true value is zero. That is, the 
estimates will converge to their true values as the sample size increases to 
infinity. Consistency is thus a large sample, or asymptotic property. The 
assumptions that  and  are sufficient to derive the 
consistency of the OLS estimator. 
5.1.2.2 Unbiasedness 
 The least squares estimates of and  are unbiased. That is  
             
 And 
           
Thus, on average, the estimated values for the coefficients will be equal to 
their true values. There is no systematic overestimation or underestimation of 
the true coefficients. Unbiasedness is a stronger condition than consistency, 
since it holds for small as well as large samples. 
5.1.2.3 Efficiency 
An estimator    of a parameter  is said to be efficient if no other estimator 
has a smaller variance. In other words, if the estimator is efficient, it will be 
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minimising the probability that it is a long way off from the true value of . If 
the estimator is ‗best‘, the uncertainty associated with estimation will be 
minimised for the class of linear unbiased estimators. 
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Chapter 6  
Empirical Analysis 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the empirical findings of the study. Firstly 
the Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) will be discussed followed by the Granger 
causality mathematical formulation and lastly the model results. 
 
6.1 Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) 
 
To begin the empirical analysis of this dissertation some EDA of the data set was 
undertaken, starting with the estimation of a correlation matrix of all the 89 variables. 
All the variables with correlations with the dependent variables close to 0 were 
excluded from the final analysis due to their lack of significance in the study. 57 
variables with relatively high correlations with the variables of interest of the study 
where identified and can be seen in table 6.1.1 below, ranging from the most 
strongly correlated to the least relatively correlated. 
 
89 
 
Table 6.1 correlation table 
 
It was found that correlations of the data before transformation of the trend and 
seasonality were not a true reflection and not very informative nor reliable. It was 
found  that lagged and transformed correlations were more accurate and unbiased. 
These correlations between Eskom NSO, which is the dependent variable that was 
found to best  represent electricity supply and the other variables, as well as the 
correlations between GDPINX 2005 which is the volume index of GDP which was 
found was the best dependent variable to represent economic growth and the other 
variables can be seen in the table below. 
Table 6. 2 Transformed Correlations Table 
Independent 
variable 
EskomNso Independent 
variable 
GDPinx 2005 
ELP 0.92 GDP 2005 1 
ELAD 0.92 CBCIc 0.88 
 ELAD  GDPinx2005 
GDPtsc05 0.963553 PPIee 0.993902 
GDPps05 0.96041 PPIbc 0.993544 
GDPm05 0.957107 PPImi 0.990723 
GDPtva05 0.951005 PPmInm 0.989386 
GDPI05 0.950164 PPII 0.987979 
GDPinx2005 0.948031 PPI 0.987617 
GDPegw05 0.946297 PPIegsw 0.985366 
CBCLtpl 0.944328 EXP 0.98473 
CPII 0.93993 CPII 0.982369 
CBCItpc 0.939316 IMP 0.982141 
DR -0.71797 MMR -0.70253 
BR -0.74574 DR -0.71009 
LR -0.75181 BR -0.76816 
IIR -0.77109 IIR -0.76919 
ESKOMb -0.81144 LR -0.77530 
DIR -0.82746 ESKOMb -0.80490 
CoppperT -0.86101 DIR -0.82142 
GBY -0.88368 CoppperT -0.87023 
EXPGoldkg -0.94011 GBY -0.89044 
  EXPGoldkg -0.97257 
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CoalR -0.56 GDPm05 0.83 
GDPegw05 0.52 GDPI05 0.87 
Eskom price 0.47 GDPtva05 0.86 
CBCLtpl 0.46 CBCItpc 0.82 
GDPmq05 0.44 GDPtls05 0.78 
YBR00 0.43 EXP 0.77 
Platinum price 0.42 Alumprice 0.75 
GFCFrb05 0.40 IMP 0.74 
CBCI1 0.40 CopperR 0.73 
Iron oreR 0.40 CBCI1 0.71 
PPIegsw 0.39 PPIp 0.70 
PPIpc 0.39 PPIdf 0.70 
GFCFnrb 0.39 CPI 0.67 
Expchr 0.38 Platinum Price 0.66 
UN 0.38 Brent 0.65 
GFCFrb 0.38 PPIcop 0.63 
PPIcb 0.37 TVMS 0.63 
GDPtls05 0.36 SMv 0.63 
CPI 0.36 ELP 0.61 
EMPL 0.35 FER 0.61 
PPIim 0.35 PPIex 0.61 
BCR 0.35 ZAR/UDS 0.60 
BPP 0.35 EskomNSO 0.59 
Goldprice 0.34 IIR 0.59 
Zar/USD 0.34 Coal Price 0.57 
CBCIc 0.33 Coal R 0.57 
expgoldkg 0.33 PPIim 0.56 
Coal price 0.33 GDPFreb05 0.55 
FeR 0.33 ELAD 0.53 
GDPps05 0.32 PPIpc 0.53 
PPIcop 0.32 PVMS 0.52 
GFC 0.32 Eskom price 0.52 
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Smn 0.32 MMR 0.50 
GFCFnrb05 0.32 BR 0.50 
CopperR 0.31 PPIegsw 0.50 
PPIex 0.30 GFCFrb 0.50 
CBCItpc 0.30 GDPwrt05 0.49 
Tvms 0.30 PPII 0.49 
Brent 0.30 PPIee 0.49 
CoalR 0.30 CBCLtp1 0.49 
SR 0.30 PPIcb 0.48 
PPImvpa 0.30 GoldPrice 0.48 
PPIalum 0.29 Time start 0.47 
PPImvb 0.28 GFC 0.47 
IMP 0.28 DIR 0.47 
IIR 0.28 BC 0.47 
SCI 0.27 PPI 0.46 
UNR 0.27 LR 0.46 
GDPI05 0.26 DR 0.46 
GDPOfreb05 0.26 PPImvpa 0.45 
GDPm05 0.26 CBCI1a 0.44 
PPImi 0.26 BPP 0.44 
GBY 0.26 UN 0.44 
GDP2005 0.25 GDPgg05 0.43 
GDPtva05 0.25 GDPmq05 0.43 
GDPinx2005 0.25 Gold price 0.43 
ExpGoldR 0.25 GFCFrb05 0.42 
PVMS 0.25 Eskomb 0.41 
Alumprice 0.25 GDPtsc05 0.41 
BC 0.25 Expchr 0.40 
GDPc05 0.24 EXPGoldkg 0.39 
PPI 0.24 GDP 0.38 
PPIbc 0.24 PPImi 0.38 
PPmInm 0.24 IronOreR 0.38 
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PPIee 0.23 SR 0.38 
EXP 0.23 SMn 0.37 
CopperT 0.23 YBR00 0.37 
LR 0.23 CPII 0.37 
GDP 0.23 PPIbc 0.35 
PPIdf 0.22 GDPps05 0.34 
BR 0.22 PPImvb 0.34 
CPII 0.21 PPmInm 0.34 
PPIp 0.21 BCR 0.34 
CoalT 0.21 EMPL 0.34 
DR 0.21 GDPegw05 0.33 
MMR 0.20 GFCFnrb 0.31 
DIR 0.20 CoalT 0.30 
Gold price 0.20 GDPc05 0.28 
Iron oreT 0.19 PPIalum 0.27 
PPII 0.18 UNR 0.27 
GDPgg05 0.18 GFCFnrb05 0.23 
Eskomb 0.18 GBY 0.18 
GDPaff05 0.16 GDPaff05 0.16 
GDPtsc05 0.15 CopperT 0.13 
CBCILa 0.14 IronOreT 0.12 
GDPwrt05 0.10 SCI 0.12 
 
Scatterplots of the dependent variables where drawn and it was found that after 
logging the data for both the electricity variable and for GDP, the correlation 
coefficient showed an improvement as can be seen in the graphs below. Before the 
data was logged the correlation coefficient for Eskom NSO and GDPinx2005 was 
0.954052 and after the data was logged it was 0.96786 and when the data was 
double logged it became 0.970165 
As can be seen in the graphs below: 
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In summary ability to identify trend presence and trend type in the data set was 
confirmed, most variables had an exponential trend which gave indication that the 
data needed to be transformed for it to become stationary and also to comply with 
the OLS properties. Identification of cycle presence in some of the variables such as 
ELAD and Eskom ESO which was expected due to the difference in peaks during 
winter and summer was done. Irrelevant indices based on the correlation threshold 
were identified, where variables with a correlation coefficient less than 0.40 were not 
included in the study because of the weak correlation significance. Collinearity 
among the independent variables was identified. The EDA process also enabled 
identification of which variables had missing data. It was noted that the high 
correlations among the variables did not necessarily display a valid relationship and 
may have been due to the natural growth with time of the variables, which was 
confirmed by checking the statistical significance of the variables in the model and by 
estimating lagged correlations. It was found that most of the variables had 
considerable trend (dependency on time). It was decided to remove the trend and 
repeat the correlation analysis. Moreover Granger causality is only applicable to 
stationary time-series, while data with trend is never stationary. 
6.2 Granger causality mathematical formulation  
 
In order to examine the relationship between the dependent variables GDP, 
Electricity supply and Electricity price the Granger approach was applied. According 
to (Odhiambo 2009, taken from Takaendesa and Odhiambo,2007) the traditional 
Granger definition of causality is based on the notion that the future cannot cause 
the past, but the past can cause the future. Granger causality is a statistical concept 
of causality that is based on prediction. According to Granger causality, if a signal X1 
"Granger-causes" (or "G-causes") a signal X2, then past values of X1 should contain 
information that helps predict X2 above and beyond the information contained in past 
values of X2 alone. Its mathematical formulation is based on linear regression 
modelling of stochastic processes (Granger 1969). 
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6.2.1 Methodology 
 
If a time series is stationary, the test is performed using the level values of two (or 
more) variables.  
If the variables are non-stationary, then the test is done using first (or higher) 
differences. 
The number of lags to be included is usually chosen using information criteria, such 
as the Akaike information criterion or the Bayesian information criterion. 
Any particular lagged value of one of the variables is retained in the regression if (1) 
it is significant according to a t-test, and (2) it and the other lagged values of the 
variable jointly add explanatory power to the model according to an F-test. 
The null hypothesis of no Granger causality is retained if and only if no lagged values 
of an explanatory variable have been retained in the regression. 
In practice it may be found that neither variable Granger-causes the other, or that 
each of the two variables Granger-causes the other. 
6.2.1.1 Information Criterion 
“Information criterion embody two factors: a term which is a function of the residual 
sum of squares (RSS), and some penalty for the loss of degrees of freedom from 
adding extra parameters. So, adding a new variable or an additional lag to a model 
will have two competing effects on the information criteria: the residual sum of 
squares will fall but the value of the penalty term will increase.” Brooks (2008:232) 
The objective is to choose the number of parameters which minimise the value of the 
information criteria. 
The following information criterion and tests will be used in the model selection 
process. 
 Akaike information criterion (AIC)   
 Bayesian information criterion (BIC)   
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Where the residual variance, k is is the total number of parameters estimated 
and T is the sample size. 
The adjusted  measure is also viewed as an information criterion, although it is 
a very soft one according to Brooks, it would typically select the largest models of 
all. 
The following equality of variance tests will also be used in the model selection: 
 Levene‘s test 
 Brown-Forsythe test 
 Fisher ratio test (F-test) 
 
6.2.2 Model Specification 
 
The first step in the model building process was estimating the autoregressive model 
for each of the dependent variables which can be seen below: 
 
            (1) 
 
            (2) 
 
            (3) 
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            (4)                                                        
 
Where GDPinx2005 is the Gross Domestic Product index in 2005; ESKOM NSO is 
total net electricity sent by Eskom; Elecprice is the Eskom average electricity price in 
Rand per kWh; CoalR is total coal sales; and is the white noise error term. 
Literature suggested that data be logged and the first difference of the dependent 
variables be taken to ensure stationarity and compliance with the OLS properties. It 
was found that differencing does not always remove the trends that were found in 
the data set during the EDA process. In order to account for non-stationarity and 
compliance with OLS properties the data was defriended and smoothed which will be 
explained in more detail below. 
Figure 6:1 GDP inx2005 
 
As can be seen in the graph above of the initial GDPinx05 data before any 
transformations where done, it is clear from the time plot that the series is not 
stationary since the graph shows a tendency to increase with t, signalling a possible 
nonconstant mean (t). A nonconstant mean (t) is often referred to as a trend. A trend 
of a time series can be thought of as an underlying deterministic component that 
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changes relatively slowly with time; the time series itself can be viewed as 
fluctuations superimposed on top of this deterministic trend. Estimating the trend by 
removing the fluctuations is often called smoothing, whereas eliminating the trend in 
order to obtain a series with a constant mean is often called detrending. 
There are various ways of estimating a trend. For example, one can assume that the 
trend be approximated by a smooth function and use a simple curve-fitting method. 
The Mathematica function Fit can be used to fit a linear combination of functions to 
the data using linear least squares method, which is what was used. (The 
mathematica code can be found in the appendix). 
Figure 6:1 Transformed GDPinx2005 
 
is the graph above shows the time plot of the detrended and deseasonalised data. 
Compared to the previous plot no apparent systematic trend remains. This series 
now appears suitable for modelling as a stationary process. The fit that was used 
was a central moving average which also smoothed and deseasonlized the data. 
This method was applied to all of the variables used in the model but only the 
dependent variables have been illustrated as examples. 
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Figure 6:2 Eskom NSO 
 
 
Figure 6:3 Transformed Eskom NSO 
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Figure 6:4 ElecPrice 
 
Figure 6:5 Transformed ElecPrice 
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Figure 6:6 CoalR 
 
Figure 6:7 Transformed CoalR 
 
 
6.2.3 Auto regression 
 
In order to determine the optimal amount of lags to include in the model, a 
correllogram was estimated as suggested in literature by Granger. It should be noted 
that the correllogram only gives an indication of which lags are possible for selection 
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but does not determine the lags in the final model.  This can be seen in the graphs 
below for the dependent variables. 
 
Based on the correlogram above it was found that lags 1; 7; 14 were the most 
essential for GDPinx2005. One  can then specify the AR model for GDPinx2005 as 
follows: 
 
The following best fit parameters also suggest that the above model is the best fit: 
Standard Deviation 
of residuals 
AIC BIC Adjusted Rsquared 
0.492786 114.26 125.78 0.744265 
 
The model statistical parameters confirm that all the estimated coefficients in the 
model are statistically significant with t-statistics greater than 2 and p-values less 
than 0.05. 
 Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-value 
a0 0.00790324 0.0585686 0.13494 0.893047 
a1 0.715039 0.0696799 10.2618 
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a2 -0.258142 0.076859 -3.35864 0.00127026 
a3 -0.212439 0.0788989 -2.69254 0.00886548 
 
The residuals below appear to be randomly distributed confirming that the model is a 
good fit. 
 
 
The model above shows that GDP can be predicted using its own lags going 1,7, 
and 14 quarters back. The model also shows that 74% of the variance in GPD can 
be explained by 1,7, and 14 lags of GDP itself. 
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Based on the correlogram above it was found that lags 1; 8 were the most essential 
for ESKOM NSO. Specification of the AR model for ESKOM NSO was done as 
follows: 
 
The following best fit parameters also suggest that the above model is the best fit: 
Standard Deviation 
of Residuals 
AIC BIC Adjusted Rsquared 
737627 2395.81 2405.34 0.475524 
 
The model statistical parameters confirm that all the estimated coefficients in the 
model are statistically significant with t-statistics greater than 2 and p-values less 
than 0.05. 
 Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-value 
a0 -30985.6 83554.9 -0.370841 0.711774 
a1 0.532531 0.0914517 5.82309 1.26376*10^-7 
a2 -0.265491 0.0922429 -2.87817 0.00517464 
 
The residuals below appear to be randomly distributed confirming that the model is a 
good fit. 
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The model above shows that electricity supply can be predicted using its own lags 
going 1 and 8 quarters back. The model shows that only 48% of the variance in 
electricity supply can be explained by 1 and 8 lags of electricity supply itself. 
 
 
 
 
Based on the correlogram above it was found that lags 1,3 were the most optimal for 
ElecPrice. One can then specify the AR model for ElecPrice as follows: 
 
The following best fit parameters also suggest that the above model is the best fit: 
Standard Deviation 
of Residuals 
AIC BIC Adjusted Rsquared 
0.119066 -113.56 -103.789 0.823149 
 
The model statistical parameters confirm that all the estimated coefficients in the 
model are statistically significant with t-statistics greater than 2 and p-values less 
than 0.05. 
 Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-value 
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a0 -6.74983*10^-
8 
0.0130711 -5.16395*10^-
6 
0.999996 
a1 1.09473 0.061086 17.9211 4.298*10^-30 
a2 -0.326695 0.061086 -5.34812 7.86443*10^-7 
 
The residuals below appear to be randomly distributed confirming that the model is a 
good fit. 
 
 
The model above shows that electricity price can be predicted using its own lags 
going 1 and 3 quarters back. The model also shows that 82% of the variance in 
electricity price can be explained by 1 and 3 lags of electricity price itself. 
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Based on the correlogram above it was found that lag 1 is the most essential for 
CoalR. One can then specify the AR model for CoalR as follows: 
 
The following best fit parameters also suggest that the above model is the best fit: 
Standard Deviation 
of Residuals 
AIC BIC Adjusted Rsquared 
841.191 1423.75 1431.15 0.484575 
 
The model statistical parameters confirm that all the estimated coefficients in the 
model are statistically significant with t-statistics greater than 2 and p-values less 
than 0.05. 
 Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-value 
a0 -7.41905 90.7141 -0.081785 0.93501 
a1 0.703334 0.076838 9.15347 2.6401*10^-14 
 
The residuals below appear to be randomly distributed confirming that the model is a 
good fit. 
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6.2.4 Multivariate Fitting 
 
The next step in the model building process is estimating the final multivariate model 
including the dependent variables and their lags. 
6.2.4.1 Electricity Supply Model 
 
 
The following best fit parameters also suggest that the above model is the best fit: 
Standard Deviation 
of Residuals 
AIC BIC Adjusted Rsquared 
664263 2145.85 2159.51 0.591694 
 
The model statistical parameters confirm that all the estimated coefficients in the 
model are statistically significant with t-statistics greater than 2 and p-values less 
than 0.05. 
 Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-value 
a0 4622.93 80786.9 0.0572237 0.954537 
a11 0.354478 0.0930094 3.81121 0.000303177 
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a12 0.238593 0.103421 2.30701 0.0241529 
a31 1.15029*10^6 308172 3.73263 0.000392984 
a41 -213.034 76.9769 -2.76751 0.00729589 
 
 
The residuals below also appear to be randomly distributed confirming that the 
model is a good fit. 
 
The estimated electricity supply model indicates that 59% of the variance in 
electricity supply can be explained by electricity supply itself 1 and 14 quarters back; 
by current GDP; by electricity price 1 quarter back; as well as by total coal sales 2 
quarters back.   
 
After removing the lags of some of the explanatory variables in the electricity supply 
model from running the variance tests the following results were found: 
Standard Deviation 
of Residuals 
AIC BIC Adjusted Rsquared 
650012 1941.47 1961.04 0.588974 
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 Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value 
a0$128985 21839.4 86200.5 0.253356 0.800904 
a11 0.332053 0.108079 3.07232 0.00325433 
a12 -0.119857 0.111352 -1.07639 0.286289 
a13 0.146643 0.127038 1.15433 0.253184 
a31 1.6469*10^6 831627. 1.98033 0.0525006 
a32 -848775. 844870. -1.00462 0.319325 
a33 -68194.5 374544. -0.182073 0.856171 
a41 -260.286 88.2499 -2.94942 0.00461089 
 
 
 
Variance test 
H0: Equal variance 
Reject H0 if variance test pvalue < 0.05 
Therefore the H0 of equal variance is not rejected due to all the pvalues of all 3 tests 
being greater than 0.05, meaning that there is no significant difference in variance 
when the lags are removed. 
 
Granger causality test 
H0: No granger causality 
Reject H0 if lagged values of explanatory variables are retained in the model 
Therefore the H0 of no granger causality can be rejected, meaning that electricity 
supply is granger caused by GDP, electricity price, and total coal sales. 
 
6.4.2.2 Economic Growth Model 
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The following best fit parameters also suggest that the above model is the best fit: 
Standard Deviation 
of Residuals 
AIC BIC Adjusted Rsquared 
0.272548 36.795 61.5203 0.924376 
 
The model statistical parameters confirm that all the estimated coefficients in the 
model are statistically significant with t-statistics greater than 2 and p-values less 
than 0.05. 
  
 Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value 
a0$129545 0.00359454 0.0405862 0.0885657 0.929803 
a11 0.587161 0.0897517 6.54206 4.05244*10^-8 
a12 -0.324408 0.0815324 -3.97888 0.000238101 
a13 -0.358672 0.0701503 -5.1129 5.73687*10^-6 
a21 1.45986*10^-7 6.69484*10^-8 2.18057 0.0342553 
a31 1.93998 0.55476 3.49697 0.00103917 
a32 -2.52075 0.574252 -4.38962 0.000063952 
a33 -1.00404 0.2787 -3.60259 0.000757844 
a34 -0.591881 0.239427 -2.47208 0.0171097 
a41 -0.00022931 0.0000513397 -4.46652 0.0000497492 
a42 -0.00014671 0.0000509782 -2.8779 0.00600526 
 
 
The residuals below appear to be randomly distributed confirming that the model is a 
good fit. 
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The estimated economic growth model indicates that 92% of the variance in 
economic growth can be explained by GDP itself 1;7 and 14 quarters back; by 
electricity supply 1 quarter back; by electricity price 1;8 and 15 quarters back; as well 
as by total coal sales 2 and 4  quarters back.   
 
After removing the lags of some of the explanatory variables in the economic growth 
model from running the variance tests the following results were found: 
Standard Deviation 
of Residuals 
AIC BIC Adjusted Rsquared 
0.272548 36.795 61.5203 0.924376 
 
The model statistical parameters confirm that all the estimated coefficients in the 
model are statistically significant with t-statistics greater than 2 and p-values less 
than 0.05. 
 
 Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value 
a0$110547 0.00359454 0.0405862 0.0885657 0.929803 
a11 0.587161 0.0897517 6.54206 4.05244*10^-8 
a12 -0.324408 0.0815324 -3.97888 0.000238101 
a13 -0.358672 0.0701503 -5.1129 5.73687*10^-6 
10 20 30 40 50
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
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a21 1.45986*10^-7 6.69484*10^-8 2.18057 0.0342553 
a31 1.93998 0.55476 3.49697 0.00103917 
a32 -2.52075 0.574252 -4.38962 0.000063952 
a33 -1.00404 0.2787 -3.60259 0.000757844 
a34 -0.591881 0.239427 -2.47208 0.0171097 
a41 -0.00022931 0.0000513397 -4.46652 0.0000497492 
a42 -0.00014671 0.0000509782 -2.8779 0.00600526 
 
 
0.876254 
 
Variance test 
H0: Equal variance 
Reject H0 if variance test p-value < 0.05 
Therefore the H0 of equal variance is not rejected due to all the p-values of all 3 
tests being greater than 0.05 meaning that there is no significant difference in 
variance when the lags are removed. 
 
Granger causality test 
H0: No granger causality 
Reject H0 if lagged values of explanatory variables are retained in the model 
Therefore the H0 of no granger causality is rejected. Meaning that economic growth 
is granger caused by electricity supply, electricity price, and total coal sales. 
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6.4.2.3 Electricity Price Model 
 
 
The following best fit parameters suggest that the above model is the best fit: 
Standard Deviation 
of Residuals 
AIC BIC Adjusted Rsquared 
0.0413576 -213.128 -198.015 0.979153 
 
The model statistical parameters confirm that all the estimated coefficients in the 
model are statistically significant with t-statistics greater than 2 and p-values less 
than 0.05. 
 Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value 
a0$129553 -0.00136281 0.00541962 -0.251458 0.802349 
a11 1.7284 0.0593931 29.101 2.69592*10^-
36 
a12 -0.88821 0.051676 -17.1881 1.97015*10^-
24 
a13 -0.0504221 0.022166 -2.27475 0.026635 
a21 1.18884*10^-8 5.70349*10^-9 2.08441 0.0415364 
a31 0.0143149 0.00635239 2.25347 0.0280255 
 
The residuals below appear to be randomly distributed confirming that the model is a 
good fit. 
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The estimated electricity price model indicates that 98% of the variance in electricity 
price can be explained by electricity price itself 1;2 and 9 quarters back; by GDP 9 
quarters back; by electricity supply 7 quarters back; as well as by current total coal 
sales.   
 
After removing the total coal lags in the electricity price model from running the 
variance tests the following results were found: 
Standard Deviation 
of Residuals 
AIC BIC Adjusted Rsquared 
0.0370319 -215.269 -187.203 0.981357 
 
 
 Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value 
a0$129704 0.00152576 0.00522643 0.291932 0.7715 
a11 1.64156 0.0675369 24.3062 4.63196*10^-
30 
a12 -0.889205 0.0521346 -17.0559 5.99367*10^-
23 
a13 -0.0956669 0.0305644 -3.13001 0.00286565 
a21 8.19743*10^-9 7.25809*10^-9 1.12942 0.263904 
10 20 30 40 50 60
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.10
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a22 2.04108*10^-9 7.9435*10^-9 0.25695 0.798231 
a23 -3.12501*10^-
8 
1.04216*10^-8 -2.9986 0.00415388 
a31 -0.00988951 0.00889498 -1.11181 0.271334 
a32 0.0147272 0.00799217 1.8427 0.0710769 
a41 -1.42707*10^-
6 
6.41513*10^-6 -0.222454 0.824832 
a42 -9.54742*10^-
6 
6.77605*10^-6 -1.409 0.164789 
a43 -5.10656*10^-
6 
6.5958*10^-6 -0.774214 0.44231 
 
 
0.0142869 
 
Variance test 
H0: Equal variance 
Reject H0 if variance test pvalue < 0.05 
Therefore the H0 of equal variance is rejected due to all the p-values of all 3 tests 
being less than 0.05 meaning that there is a significant difference in variance when 
the lags are removed. 
 
 
Granger causality test 
H0: No granger causality 
Reject H0 if lagged values of explanatory variables are retained in the model 
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Therefore the H0 of no granger causality is rejected. Meaning that electricity price is 
granger caused by electricity supply, and economic growth. 
 
6.5. Summary of Models 
 
As a result of a thorough analysis the following 3 models best explain the variables 
which were identified as the most important for this study:  
 
6.5.1. Electricity Supply 
 
 
 
 
 
Where  = ESKOM NSO is the electricity supply in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended),  = GDPinx2005 is the GDP in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended),  Price is the electricity price in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended),  CoalR is the sales of coal in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended).  
The Adjusted  for this model is 0.61which is not bad, but compared to other 
models (see below) this model is the least accurate. Other parameters of goodness 
of fit for this model are also in acceptable range. The residuals show random 
behaviour which means that the model is adequate.  
 
Another very good feature of this model is that it uses only lagged variables (with 
one exception - GDP). GDP however is a highly predictable variable (it was shown 
above in the autoregressive model). This means that if a forecast for GDP is 
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obtained, past values of electricity prices and coal sales could be used to forecast 
electricity supply.  
 
6.5.2. Gross Domestic Product Model 
 
 
 
 
 
Where  = ESKOM NSO is the electricity supply in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended),  = GDPinx2005 is the GDP in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended),  Price is the electricity price in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended),  CoalR is the sales of coal in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended).  
 
The Adjusted  for this model is 0.924. This is an outstanding result. Such high 
values of this parameter are very rare for econometric data. Other parameters of the 
goodness of fit for this model are also very good. The residuals show random 
behaviour, which means that the model is adequate. Also all coefficients in the 
model are statistically significant.  
 
Another good feature of this model is that it uses only lagged variables (with one 
exception - electricity price). Electricity price however is a highly predictable variable 
(in fact it may not be regarded as a random variable - as it is defined by the national 
regulator). This means that if a forecast value for the future electricity price was 
obtained, one could use past values of electricity supply and coal sales to very 
accurately forecast the Gross Domestic Product for the next quarter.  
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It may be also shown that if another variable  (future coal sales) is included in the 
model it may be further improved. The use of this model will be limited as the coal 
sales need to be forecasted separately.  
 
6.5.3. Electricity Price Model 
 
 
 
Where  = ESKOM NSO is the electricity supply in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended),  = GDPinx2005 is the GDP in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended),  Price is the electricity price in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended),  CoalR is the sales of coal in quarter  (deseasonalised and 
detrended).  
 
The Adjusted  for this model is exceptionally high: 0.98. This was expected as the 
electricity price is not subjected to random variations since the electricity price is 
defined by the national regulator. Other parameters of the goodness of fit for this 
model are also very good. The residuals show random behaviour, which means that 
the model is adequate. Also all coefficients in the model are statistically significant. 
Another feature is that the model does not include coal sales at all.  
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Chapter 7  
Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
7.1 Conclusion 
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of the supply of electricity on 
economic growth in South Africa. Causal relationship models between electricity 
supply, GDP and electricity price where built in order to facilitate this investigation. 
In the literature review conducted in chapter 1 it was found that numerous studies 
have been conducted on the relationship between electricity and economic growth. 
Most of the studies were country specific and concentrated mostly on Asian 
countries and very few focussed on developing African countries such as South 
Africa. It was noted that there are many gaps in the research analysing the 
relationship of electricity consumption and economic growth in developing countries, 
mainly because most of the studies concentrate on the demand and consumption of 
electricity and not on the supply of electricity and its impact on the economy. It was 
also found in the literature on the causal relationship between electricity consumption 
and economic growth that there is evidence to support bi-directional or uni-
directional causality, or no causality between electricity consumption to economic 
growth. In other words, the empirical studies present different evidence about the 
causality issues. Evidence on either direction shall have a significant bearing upon 
policy. If, for example, there is unidirectional causality running from electricity 
consumption to economic growth, reducing electricity consumption could lead to a 
fall in economic growth. 
In chapters 2 and 3 an in-depth discussion of the electricity supply and demand 
sectors of the South African economy was done in order to give an understanding of 
the sectors and the driving forces and factors that influence the supply and 
consumption of electricity in South Africa. The impact of electricity supply on the 
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growth potential of the various sectors of the South African economy was also 
discussed in the study. 
It was concluded from chapter 2 that South Africa needs to make substantial 
investments in the generation, transmission and distribution industries to meet the 
growing demand of an expanding economy. In addition, it is acknowledged that 
certain infrastructure backlogs need to be addressed to maintain and improve quality 
of supply and service delivery. Furthermore, it is anticipated that independent power 
producers and renewable energy projects will play a more prominent role in South 
Africa's future energy mix. 
It is essential that the industry moves towards tariff levels that will ensure a 
sustainable and viable industry. It has been highlighted that there is an importance of 
non-discriminatory pricing practices as well as the need to promote pricing 
transparency and the unbundling of tariffs. These are essential requirements to 
attract investments and to unlock efficiencies. 
The EDI should apply cost reflective tariffs for properly defined customer categories 
within a short period of time. The tariffs need to be set according to the results from 
experimental studies which must be undertaken periodically and all possible types of 
costs should be shown transparently. 
The need to increase the utilization of the generation, transmission and distribution 
infrastructure and natural resources in the country should be addressed with the 
application of appropriate strategies to ensure the provision of DSM, energy 
efficiency, rationing and other strategies funded from a range of sources to mobilize 
resources optimally and to ensure security of supply in the country. 
It was concluded in chapter 3 that in order to sustain current and future economic 
growth, major investments in new generating capacity need to be made.  This new 
generating capacity is needed not only to satisfy future growth in demand, but also to 
replace the contribution of generating capacity by older stations that will be coming 
to the end of their working lives.  In addition to the investment required for new 
generating capacity, new investment will be required for expansion and upgrading of 
the electricity transmission and distribution networks in order to cater for the 
anticipated growth in electricity demand. Future electricity demand is dependent on 
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the expected growth of the various economic sectors, as well as the course that the 
real price of electricity is expected to follow. The impact of future tariff increases 
might have a major negative impact on the large users of electricity.  This places a 
question mark on the viability of further growth in electricity intensive industries.  
In chapter 4 it was concluded that there is a confirmed link between electricity 
consumption and macroeconomic variables, more specifically, GDP. It was also 
noted that increased economic growth and development have gradually led to the 
current situation with the electricity crisis and increased electricity prices. 
In the empirical analysis part of the study it was found that if a forecast for GDP is 
obtained, one can use past values of electricity prices and coal sales to forecast 
electricity supply. It was also found that a forecast value of future electricity price is 
used, past values of electricity supply and coal sales can be used to forecast GDP 
for the next quarter. Additionally, electricity supply was found to be granger caused 
by GDP; electricity price; and total coal sales and that economic growth is granger 
caused by electricity supply; electricity price; and total coal sales. 
In conclusion it should be noted that in order for government to improve the 
economic growth of South Africa, a major focus on the energy industry is required to 
ensure sustainable supply capacity. The energy sector, as was shown in the study, 
has a major impact in the functioning of the Gross Domestic Product of the country. 
 
7.2 Recommendations 
 
A larger data set may be considered in the future in order to improve on the accuracy 
and adequacy of the models since lags were used and they tend to decrease the 
size of the data points which may distort the model. 
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Appendix A 
Mathematica code 
Loading the Data
SetDirectory@"D:\\Documents and
Settings\\NdlovuVC\\Desktop\\masters research\\Mathematica files"D
data = Import@"D:\\Documents and Settings\\NdlovuVC\\Desktop\\masters
research\\Copy of GDP grose VanessaCorrected.xls"D@@1DD;
D:\Documents and Settings\NdlovuVC\Desktop\masters research\Mathematica files
Initial Processing of Data
iNames = Drop@data@@3DDD
8TIME START, ELP, ESKOM NSO, ELAD, GDP, GDP2005, GDPI05, GDPaff05, GDPc05, GDPegw05,
GDOfreb05, GDPgg05, GDPmq05, GDPm05, GDPps05, GDPtls05, GDPtsc05, GDPtva05,
GDPwrt05, GDPinx2005, CPI, CPII, PPI, PPII, PPIex, PPIim, PPIalum, PPIbc, PPIcb,
PPIcop, PPIee, PPIegsw, PPImvpa, PPImvb, PPIpc, PPImi, PPmInm, PPIp, PPIdf,
CBCIl, CBCIc, CBCIla, CBCLtpl, CBCItpc, EXP, IMP, Gold price, Gold price,
EXPGoldR, EXPGoldkg, Platinum price, TVMS, PVMS, Brent, Coal price, CoalR,
CoalT, EXPchr, CopperR, CoppperT, Iron oreR, Iron oreT, Alum price, GFC,
ZARUSD, IIR, MMR, LR, DR, DIR, BR, SR, GBY, SMv, SMn, FER, SCl, YBR00, ESKOMb,
GFCFrb, GFCFrb05, GFCFnrb, GFCFnrb05, BC, BPP, BCR, EMPL, UN, UNR, Prices<
iNames@@39DD
PPIdf
Position@iNames, "GDPinx2005"D
8820<<
iN = Length@iNamesD
90
data2 = Drop@data, 3D;
data2@@All, 1DD;
Converting Dates to Absilute Times
H* Universal data convertor HcdL from Excel
d - data array
k - column number with the dates
ind - equals 1 if we drop all string with missing date, if equals 0, put "Missing"
f - format, e.g. 8"Year","Month","Day"<*L
cd@d_, k_, ind_, f_D := Module@8d1, d2, temp<,
d1 = d;
d1@@All, kDD = Map@ToString, d@@All, kDDD;
d2 = If@ind  1, Select@d1, ð@@kDD != "" &D, d1D;
H*Print@Length@d1DD;*L
temp = Table@If@Count@Characters@d2@@i, kDDD, ""D  2,
DateList@8d1@@i, kDD, f<D, If@ListQ@ToExpression@d2@@i, kDDDD,
ToExpression@d2@@i, kDDD, "Missing"DD, 8i, 1, Length@d2D<D;
d2@@All, kDD = temp;
d2D
data3 = cd@data2, 1, 1, 8"Year", "Month", "Day"<D;
data3@@All, 1DD
Length@data3D
881991, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81991, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
81991, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81991, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
81992, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81992, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81992, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
81992, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81993, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81993, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
81993, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81993, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81994, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
81994, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81994, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81994, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
81995, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81995, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81995, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
81995, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81996, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81996, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
81996, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81996, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81997, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
81997, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81997, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81997, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
81998, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81998, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81998, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
81998, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81999, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 81999, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
81999, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 81999, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82000, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
82000, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82000, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82000, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
82001, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82001, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82001, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
82001, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82002, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82002, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
82002, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82002, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82003, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
82003, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82003, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82003, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
82004, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82004, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82004, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
82004, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82005, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82005, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
82005, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82005, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82006, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
82006, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82006, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82006, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
82007, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82007, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82007, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
82007, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82008, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82008, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
82008, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82008, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82009, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
82009, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82009, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82009, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
82010, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82010, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82010, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
82010, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82011, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82011, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<,
82011, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82011, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<, 82012, 3, 31, 0, 0, 0.<,
82012, 6, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82012, 9, 30, 0, 0, 0.<, 82012, 12, 31, 0, 0, 0.<<
88
data3@@All, 1DD;
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data4 = data3;
data4@@All, 1DD = Map@AbsoluteTime, data3@@All, 1DDD;
data4@@All, 1DD
82879366400, 2887228800, 2895177600, 2903126400, 2910988800,
2918851200, 2926800000, 2934748800, 2942524800, 2950387200,
2958336000, 2966284800, 2974060800, 2981923200, 2989872000, 2997820800,
3005596800, 3013459200, 3021408000, 3029356800, 3037219200, 3045081600,
3053030400, 3060979200, 3068755200, 3076617600, 3084566400, 3092515200,
3100291200, 3108153600, 3116102400, 3124051200, 3131827200, 3139689600,
3147638400, 3155587200, 3163449600, 3171312000, 3179260800, 3187209600,
3194985600, 3202848000, 3210796800, 3218745600, 3226521600, 3234384000,
3242332800, 3250281600, 3258057600, 3265920000, 3273868800, 3281817600,
3289680000, 3297542400, 3305491200, 3313440000, 3321216000, 3329078400,
3337027200, 3344976000, 3352752000, 3360614400, 3368563200, 3376512000,
3384288000, 3392150400, 3400099200, 3408048000, 3415910400, 3423772800,
3431721600, 3439670400, 3447446400, 3455308800, 3463257600, 3471206400,
3478982400, 3486844800, 3494793600, 3502742400, 3510518400, 3518380800,
3526329600, 3534278400, 3542140800, 3550003200, 3557952000, 3565900800<
Length@data4@@All, 2DDD
Length@data4@@All, 19DDD
88
88
Correlation Analysis
corr@l1_, l2_, p_D := Module@8lN1, lN2, res<,
lN1 = Length@l1D;
lN2 = Length@l2D;
If@p  1, Print@lN1, " ", lN2DD;
res = 8<;
For@i = 1, i £ Min@lN1, lN2D, i++,
If@NumberQ@l1@@iDDD && NumberQ@l2@@iDDD  True,
res = Append@res, 8l1@@iDD, l2@@iDD<DDD;
If@p  1, Print@Length@resDDD;
If@Length@resD ³ 2, Correlation@res@@All, 1DD, res@@All, 2DDD  N, "NA"DD
corr@data3@@All, 10DD, data3@@All, 21DD, 1D
88 88
77
-0.341456
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H* k1 and k2 - columns of the data sheet *L
corrWithNames@k1_, k2_, p_D := Module@8l1, l2, res, c<,
l1 = data4@@All, k1DD;
l2 = data4@@All, k2DD;
If@p  1, Print@lN1 = Length@l1D, " ", lN2 = Length@l2DDD;
res = 8<;
For@i = 1, i £ Min@lN1, lN2D, i++,
If@NumberQ@l1@@iDDD && NumberQ@l2@@iDDD  True,
res = Append@res, 8l1@@iDD, l2@@iDD<DDD;
If@p  1, Print@Length@resDDD;
c = If@Length@resD ³ 2, Correlation@res@@All, 1DD, res@@All, 2DDD  N, "NA"D;
Print@"correlation between ", iNames@@k1DD, " and ", iNames@@k2DD, " is ", cD;
cD
corrWithNames@1, 2, 1D
88 88
86
correlation between TIME START and ELP is 0.956023
0.956023
H* Scatter Plots *L
H* jo == True, if you want to join the points, anything else - do not join *L
SPWithNames@k1_, k2_, p_, jo_D := Module@8join, res, c<,
join = If@jo, True, False, FalseD;
l1 = data4@@All, k1DD;
l2 = data4@@All, k2DD;
If@p  1, Print@lN1 = Length@l1D, " ", lN2 = Length@l2DDD;
res = 8<;
For@i = 1, i £ Min@lN1, lN2D, i++,
If@NumberQ@l1@@iDDD && NumberQ@l2@@iDDD  True,
res = Append@res, 8l1@@iDD, l2@@iDD<DDD;
If@p  1, Print@Length@resDDD;
c = If@Length@resD ³ 2,
ListPlot@Transpose@8res@@All, 1DD, res@@All, 2DD<D, Joined ® joinD, "NA"D;
Print@"The scatterplot between ", iNames@@k1DD, " and ", iNames@@k2DD, " is "D;
cD
SPWithNames@1, 2, 0, TrueD
The scatterplot between TIME START and ELP is
3.0´ 109 3.1´ 109 3.2´ 109 3.3´ 109 3.4´ 109 3.5´ 109
40 000
45 000
50 000
55 000
60 000
65 000
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8d1, d2< = Dimensions@data3D
888, 90<
corTable = Table@0, 8j1, 1, d2<, 8j2, 1, d2<D;
For@j1 = 1, j1 £ d2, j1++,
For@j2 = 1, j2 £ d2, j2++,
corTable@@j1, j2DD = corr@data4@@All, j1DD, data4@@All, j2DD, 0DDD
corr@data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 2DD, 0D
0.956023
TableForm@corTableD;
ListLinePlot@data4@@All, 2DDD
20 40 60 80
40 000
45 000
50 000
55 000
60 000
65 000
Data De-seasonalising
H* central Moving average for quarterly data *L
cma@d_D := Module@8res, l<,
res = 8<;
l = Length@dD;
For@i = 1, i <= l - 4, i++,
res =
Append@res, H0.5 * Hd@@iDD + d@@i + 4DDL + d@@i + 1DD + d@@i + 2DD + d@@i + 3DDL  4DD;
res = Join@8"NA", "NA"<, res, 8"NA", "NA"<D H* add two zeroes at the
end and at the back to keep the same length of the array *LD
H* in the present form this function does not account for missing data!!! *L
H* central Moving average Hwith MissingL for quarterly data *L
H* data may be missing in the beginning andor end of the data *L
H* NO missing points are allowed in the middle !*L
cmam@d_D := Module@8res, l<,
res = 8<;
l = Length@dD;
For@i = 1, i <= l - 4, i++,
res = If@NumberQ@d@@iDD + d@@i + 1DD + d@@i + 2DD + d@@i + 3DD + d@@i + 4DDD,
Append@res, H0.5 * Hd@@iDD + d@@i + 4DDL + d@@i + 1DD + d@@i + 2DD + d@@i + 3DDL  4D,
Append@res, "NA"D, Append@res, "NA"DDD;
res = Join@8"NA", "NA"<, res, 8"NA", "NA"<D DH* add two "NA" at the
end and at the back to keep the same length of the array *L
H* the length of the result is the same, as length of d,
even if there were missing points! *L
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Length@data4@@All, 4DDD
Length@cmam@data4@@All, 4DDDD
88
88
a = Table@ToExpression@"a" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 0, 10<D
8a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9, a10<
H* finding trend by smoothing the data with polinomial of order n,
where n is computed as data length divided by nn
This function is no longer required, see new function below *L
smooth@td_, nn_D := Module@8fit, n, dN, t, d, psd<,
t = td@@All, 1DD; H*time*L
d = td@@All, 2DD; H*data*L
If@Length@tD ¹ HdN = Length@dDL, Print@"Arrays of different length!!"DD;
res = 8<;
For@i = 1, i £ dN, i++,
If@NumberQ@d@@iDDD, res = Append@res, 8t@@iDD, d@@iDD<DDD;
t = res@@All, 1DD; H*time*L
d = res@@All, 2DD; H*data*L
dN = Length@tD;
n = Round@dN  nnD;
a = Table@ToExpression@"a" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 0, n<D;
fit = NonlinearModelFit@res, Sum@a@@iDD * x^Hi - 1L, 8i, 1, n + 1<D, a, xD;
H*Print@fit@"ParameterTable"DD;*L
ps = Plot@fit@"BestFit"D, 8x, Min@tD, Max@tD<, PlotRange ® All, PlotStyle ® GreenD;
pd = ListPlot@Transpose@8t, d<D, Joined ® True, PlotRange ® AllD;
cmap = ListPlot@Transpose@8t, cma@dD<D, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® RedD;
out = Table@8t@@iDD, fit@"BestFit"D . x -> t@@iDD<, 8i, 1, Length@tD<D;
psd = ListLinePlot@out, PlotStyle ® GreenD;
H*Print@Show@ps,pd,psd,cmap,PlotRange®AllDD;
Print@fit@"BestFit"DD;*L
Print@Min@tD, " ", Max@tDD;
outD
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H* finding trend by smoothing the data with polinomial of order n,
where n is computed as data length divided by nn,
returning time Hunchenged, smooth and residualL*L
smoothN@td_, nn_D := Module@8fit, n, dN, t, d, t1, d1, out0, out1, out2, a, out<,
t = td@@All, 1DD; H*time*L
d = td@@All, 2DD; H*data*L
If@Length@tD ¹ HdN = Length@dDL, Print@"Arrays of different length!!"DD;
res = 8<;
For@i = 1, i £ dN, i++,
If@NumberQ@d@@iDDD, res = Append@res, 8t@@iDD, d@@iDD<DDD;
t1 = res@@All, 1DD; H*time after removing missing*L
d1 = res@@All, 2DD; H*data after removing missing*L
dN = Length@resD;
n = Round@dN  nnD;
a = Table@ToExpression@"a" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 0, n<D;
fit = NonlinearModelFit@res, Sum@a@@iDD * x^Hi - 1L, 8i, 1, n + 1<D, a, xD;
H*Print@fit@"ParameterTable"DD;*L
ps = Plot@fit@"BestFit"D, 8x, Min@tD, Max@tD<, PlotRange ® All, PlotStyle ® GreenD;
pd = ListPlot@Transpose@8t, d<D, Joined ® True, PlotRange ® AllD;
cmap = ListPlot@Transpose@8t, cma@dD<D, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® RedD;
out0 = Table@8t@@iDD,
If@NumberQ@d@@iDDD, fit@"BestFit"D . x -> t@@iDD, "NA"D, If@NumberQ@d@@iDDD,
d@@iDD - Hfit@"BestFit"D . x -> t@@iDDL, "NA"D<, 8i, 1, Length@tD<D;
out1 = 8out0@@All, 1DD, out0@@All, 2DD<;
out2 = 8out0@@All, 1DD, out0@@All, 3DD<;
out = 8Transpose@out1D, Transpose@out2D<;
outD
nn = 6 H*default value of nn*L
6
ListLinePlot@smoothN@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 4DD<D, 6DD
3.0´ 109 3.1´ 109 3.2´ 109 3.3´ 109 3.4´ 109 3.5´ 109
10 000
20 000
30 000
40 000
50 000
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H*this function is no loger required *L
H*sResiduals@td_D:=Module@8fit,n,dN,t,d,res<,
t=td@@All,1DD;H*time*L
d=td@@All,2DD; H*data*L
If@Length@tD¹HdN=Length@dDL,Print@"Arrays of different length!!"DD;
res=8<;
For@i=1,i£dN,i++,
If@NumberQ@d@@iDDD,res=Append@res,8t@@iDD,d@@iDD<DDD;
t=res@@All,1DD;H*time*L
d=res@@All,2DD; H*data*L
dN=Length@tD;
n=Round@dN8D;
a=Table@ToExpression@"a"<>ToString@iDD,8i,0,n<D;
fit=NonlinearModelFit@res,Sum@a@@iDD*x^Hi-1L,8i,1,n+1<D,a,xD;
ps=Plot@fit@"BestFit"D,8x,Min@tD,Max@tD<,PlotRange®All,PlotStyle®RedD;
pd=ListPlot@Transpose@8t,d<D,Joined®True,PlotRange®All,PlotStyle®GreenD;
cmap=ListPlot@Transpose@8t,cma@dD<D,Joined®True,PlotStyle®BlueD;
out=Table@8t@@iDD,fit@"FitResiduals"D@@iDD<,8i,1,Length@resD<D;
psd=ListLinePlot@out,PlotStyle®GreenD;
H*Print@Show@ps,pd,psd,cmap,PlotRange®AllDD;
Print@fit@"BestFit"DD;*L
outD*L
H* seasonal indecies, calculated from sr - seasonal residuals *L
si@sr_D := Module@8NN, sr1, a, ak, ind, m, k<,
NN = Length@srD;
a = Table@i, 8i, 1, NN<D;
ak = m = Table@0, 8k, 1, 4<D;
For@k = 1, k £ 4, k++,
ak@@kDD = Select@a, Mod@ð, 4D  Mod@k, 4D &DD;
For@k = 1, k £ 4, k++,
m@@kDD = Mean@Select@Table@sr@@i, 2DD, 8i, ak@@kDD<D, NumberQ@ðD &DD  ND;
ind = m - Mean@mD;
res = Table@8sr@@i, 1DD, ind@@Mod@i - 1, 4D + 1DD<, 8i, 1, NN<D
D
8Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 4DD<D,
smoothN@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 4DD<D, nnD@@1DD<;
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DateListPlot@8Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 4DD<D,
smoothN@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 4DD<D, nnD@@1DD<, Joined ® TrueD
DateListPlot@smoothN@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 4DD<D, nnD@@2DD,
Joined ® TrueD
si@smoothN@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 4DD<D, nnD@@2DDD;
data4@@All, 4DD;
1995 2000 2005 2010
35 000
40 000
45 000
50 000
55 000
60 000
1995 2000 2005 2010
-4000
-2000
0
2000
Autocorrelation
H*Autocorrelation of lag k *L
aCor@td_, k_D := Module@8t, d, d1, d2, cck<,
t = td@@All, 1DD; H*time*L
d = td@@All, 2DD; H*data*L
d1 = Drop@d, kD;
d2 = Drop@d, -kD;
cck = Correlation@d1, d2DD
H* autocorrelation table from 0 to k, if p=1 print graph *L
aCorT@td_, k_, p_D := Module@8t, d, d1, d2, tab<,
tab = Table@aCor@td, lD, 8l, 0, k<D;
If@p  1, Print@BarChart@tabDDD;
tabD
Calculation of residuals,  Seasonal Indices and trends for all 
variables
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Calculation of residuals,  Seasonal Indices and trends for all 
variables
8dRow, dCol< = Dimensions@data4D H* dimensions Hrow and columns *L
cresAll = seasAll = trendAll = Table@0, 8ii1, 1, dRow<, 8jj1, 1, dCol<D;
cresAll@@All, 1DD = seasAll@@All, 1DD = trendAll@@All, 1DD = data4@@All, 1DD;
t = DateList@D
For@i1 = 2, i1 £ dCol, i1++,
smres = smoothN@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD<D, nnD;
H*smooth and residuals *L
sm = smres@@1DD; H* only smooth *L
res = smres@@2DD; H*only residuals and seasonal *L
sind = si@resD; H* seasonal indices *L
deseason = Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD - sind@@All, 2DD<D .
8x_ + ___ ® "NA", x_ - ___ ® "NA", ___ "NA" ® "NA"<; H* deseasonalised data *L
sds = smoothN@Transpose@8deseason@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD<D, nn + 6D@@1DD;
H*smooth data after deseasonalizing*L
H* residuals after deseasonalizing - clean residuals *L
cres = Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD - sds@@All, 2DD<D .
8x_ + ___ ® "NA", x_ - ___ ® "NA", ___ "NA" ® "NA"<;
H* clean residuals: deseasonalised and de-trended *L
cresAll@@All, i1DD = cres@@All, 2DD;
H* seasonal indices *L
seasAll@@All, i1DD = sind@@All, 2DD;
H* Trends *L
trendAll@@All, i1DD = sds@@All, 2DD;
If@IntegerQ@i1  10D, Print@i1, DateList@DDDD
888, 90<
82013, 3, 22, 10, 45, 20.7812500<
1082013, 3, 22, 10, 45, 34.6562500<
2082013, 3, 22, 10, 45, 47.6562500<
3082013, 3, 22, 10, 45, 58.7343750<
4082013, 3, 22, 10, 46, 11.6875000<
5082013, 3, 22, 10, 46, 27.7968750<
6082013, 3, 22, 10, 46, 45.4687500<
7082013, 3, 22, 10, 47, 4.0468750<
8082013, 3, 22, 10, 47, 21.6875000<
9082013, 3, 22, 10, 47, 38.0000000<
Export@"residuals.xls", cresAllD
Export@"seasonal.xls", seasAllD
Export@"trends.xls", trendAllD
residuals.xls
seasonal.xls
trends.xls
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Linear Trend
H* linear trend *L
lt@td_D := Module@8fit, n, dN, t, d, a, ps, pd, cmap, out, psd, res, x<,
t = td@@All, 1DD; H*time*L
d = td@@All, 2DD; H*data*L
If@Length@tD ¹ HdN = Length@dDL, Print@"Arrays of different length!!"DD;
res = 8<;
For@i = 1, i £ dN, i++,
If@NumberQ@d@@iDDD, res = Append@res, 8t@@iDD, d@@iDD<DDD;
n = 1;
a = Table@ToExpression@"a" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 0, n<D;
fit = NonlinearModelFit@res, Sum@a@@iDD * x^Hi - 1L, 8i, 1, n + 1<D, a, xD;
ps = Plot@fit@"BestFit"D, 8x, Min@tD, Max@tD<, PlotRange ® AllD;
pd = ListPlot@Transpose@8t, d<D, Joined ® True, PlotRange ® AllD;
cmap = ListPlot@Transpose@8t, cma@dD<D, Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® RedD;
out = Table@8t@@iDD, fit@"BestFit"D . x -> t@@iDD<, 8i, 1, Length@tD<D;
psd = ListLinePlot@out, PlotStyle ® GreenD;
H*Print@Show@ps,pd,psd,cmap,PlotRange®AllDD;
Print@fit@"BestFit"DD;*L
outD
linear = lt@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 2DD<DD;
linearGDP = lt@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 20DD<DD;
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DateListPlot@8linear, Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 2DD<D<, Joined ® TrueD
DateListPlot@8Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 2DD - linear@@All, 2DD<D,
Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, sm@@All, 2DD - linear@@All, 2DD<D<, Joined ® TrueD
DateListPlot@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 39DD<D, Joined ® TrueD
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Plot@E^x, 8x, 0, 3<D
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
5
10
15
20
DateListPlot@
8linearGDP, Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, 19DD<D<, Joined ® TrueD
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10 000
20 000
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40 000
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Autoregressive Fitting
H* autoregressive fit *L
H* td - time+data, lags - list of lags *L
H* no missing values allowed!!! *L
arFit@td_, lags_D :=
Module@8ma, model, fit, x1, y1, dat, a, b, len, lagsN, i, xx, slags<,
len = Length@tdD;
lagsN = Length@lagsD;
ma = Max@lagsD;
slags = Sort@lagsD;
y1 = Drop@td@@All, 2DD, maD; H* dependent variable *L
x1 = Table@Drop@Drop@td@@All, 2DD, -slags@@iDDD, ma - slags@@iDDD, 8i, 1, lagsN<D;
H*Print@Table@Correlation@y1,x1@@iDDD,8i,1,Length@x1D<DD;*L
H*Print@TableForm@x1DD;*L
dat = Transpose@Append@x1, y1DD;
H*Print@datD;*L
a = Table@ToExpression@"a" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 0, lagsN<D;
xx = Table@ToExpression@"xx" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 1, lagsN<D;
model = a.Prepend@xx, 1D;
fit = NonlinearModelFit@dat, model, a, xxD;
fitD
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Autoregressive Model GDP
i1 = 20; Print@"Analysis for variable ð", i1, ": ", iNames@@i1DDD
Print@"Orange - residuals after deseasonalizing and removing the trend" D
smres = smoothN@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD<D, nnD;
H*smooth and residuals *L
sm = smres@@1DD;H* only smooth *L
res = smres@@2DD;H*only residuals and seasonal *L
sind = si@resD;H* seasonal indices *L
deseason = Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD - sind@@All, 2DD<D .
8x_ + ___ ® "NA", x_ - ___ ® "NA", ___ "NA" ® "NA"<;H* deseasonalised data *L
sds = smoothN@Transpose@8deseason@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD<D, nn + 6D@@1DD;
H*smooth data after deseasonalizing*L
H* residuals after deseasonalizing - clean residuals *L
cres = Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD - sds@@All, 2DD<D .
8x_ + ___ ® "NA", x_ - ___ ® "NA", ___ "NA" ® "NA"<;
p1 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8deseason@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® RedD;
p2 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® GreenD;
p3 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8sds@@All, 1DD, sds@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® MagentaD;
p4 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8cres@@All, 1DD, cres@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® OrangeD
Print@"Green - original data, Red - after deseasonalising, Magenta - trend" D
Show@p1, p2, p3D
aCorT@Transpose@8cres@@All, 1DD, cres@@All, 2DD<D, 24, 1D
fit1 = arFit@cres, 81, 7, 14<D;
Print@"Standard Deviation of residuals: ",
StandardDeviation@fit1@"FitResiduals"DDD
Print@"Akaiki Information criteria: ", fit1@"AIC"DD
Print@"Bayesian Information Criteria: ", fit1@"BIC"DD
Print@"Adjusted R^2: ", fit1@"AdjustedRSquared"DD
ListPlot@fit1@"FitResiduals"D, Joined ® TrueD
fit1@"ParameterTable"D
fit1@"BestFit"D
Analysis for variable ð20: GDPinx2005
Orange - residuals after deseasonalizing and removing the trend
1995 2000 2005 2010
-2
-1
0
1
2
Green - original data, Red - after deseasonalising, Magenta - trend
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1995 2000 2005 2010
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
-0.4
-0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
81., 0.837174, 0.521242, 0.184052, -0.0942467, -0.274855,
-0.378689, -0.432554, -0.434269, -0.349689, -0.246911, -0.167314,
-0.12613, -0.146326, -0.188439, -0.207929, -0.157531, -0.0891024,
0.00174768, 0.100925, 0.201639, 0.348613, 0.479638, 0.525259, 0.482553<
Standard Deviation of residuals: 0.492786
Akaiki Information criteria: 114.26
Bayesian Information Criteria: 125.78
Adjusted R^2: 0.744265
10 20 30 40 50 60 70
-2.0
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0.5
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Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value
a0 0.00790324 0.0585686 0.13494 0.893047
a1 0.715039 0.0696799 10.2618 1.34991´10
-15
a2 -0.258142 0.076859 -3.35864 0.00127026
a3 -0.212439 0.0788989 -2.69254 0.00886548
0.00790324 + 0.715039 xx1 - 0.258142 xx2 - 0.212439 xx3
Autoregressive Model:  Demand
H* put below any number between
2 and 90 H3 is for ESKOM NSO *L
i1 = 3;
Print@"Analysis for variable ð", i1, ": ", iNames@@i1DDD
Print@"Orange - residuals after deseasonalizing and removing the trend" D
smres = smoothN@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD<D, nnD;
H*smooth and residuals *L
sm = smres@@1DD;H* only smooth *L
res = smres@@2DD;H*only residuals and seasonal *L
sind = si@resD;H* seasonal indices *L
deseason = Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD - sind@@All, 2DD<D .
8x_ + ___ ® "NA", x_ - ___ ® "NA", ___ "NA" ® "NA"<;H* deseasonalised data *L
sds = smoothN@Transpose@8deseason@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD<D, nn + 6D@@1DD;
H*smooth data after deseasonalizing*L
H* residuals after deseasonalizing - clean residuals *L
cres = Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD - sds@@All, 2DD<D .
8x_ + ___ ® "NA", x_ - ___ ® "NA", ___ "NA" ® "NA"<;
p1 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8deseason@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® RedD;
p2 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® GreenD;
p3 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8sds@@All, 1DD, sds@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® MagentaD;
p4 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8cres@@All, 1DD, cres@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® OrangeD
Print@"Green - original data, Red - after deseasonalising, Magenta - trend" D
Show@p1, p2, p3D
aCorT@Transpose@8cres@@All, 1DD, cres@@All, 2DD<D, 24, 1D
H* also consider 81,8< below *L
fit1 = arFit@cres, 81, 8, 14<D;
Print@"Standard Deviation of residuals: ",
StandardDeviation@fit1@"FitResiduals"DDD
Print@"Akaiki Information criteria: ", fit1@"AIC"DD
Print@"Bayesian Information Criteria: ", fit1@"BIC"DD
Print@"Adjusted R^2: ", fit1@"AdjustedRSquared"DD
ListPlot@fit1@"FitResiduals"D, Joined ® TrueD
fit1@"ParameterTable"D
fit1@"BestFit"D
Analysis for variable ð3: ESKOM NSO
Orange - residuals after deseasonalizing and removing the trend
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1995 2000 2005 2010
-2´ 106
-1´ 106
0
1´ 106
2´ 106
Green - original data, Red - after deseasonalising, Magenta - trend
1995 2000 2005 2010
3.5´ 107
4.0´ 107
4.5´ 107
5.0´ 107
5.5´ 107
6.0´ 107
-0.4
-0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
81., 0.6483, 0.352234, 0.141146, -0.0582503, -0.2116,
-0.378289, -0.481513, -0.522082, -0.392711, -0.233031, -0.124859,
-0.00548586, 0.19875, 0.312, 0.278648, 0.176112, 0.061126, -0.022817,
-0.181242, -0.26438, -0.315001, -0.201194, -0.0943986, 0.0141988<
Standard Deviation of residuals: 749351.
Akaiki Information criteria: 2220.99
Bayesian Information Criteria: 2232.51
Adjusted R^2: 0.478905
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70
-2´ 106
-1´ 106
1´ 106
Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value
a0 -5150.09 89149.7 -0.057769 0.954097
a1 0.531505 0.0950151 5.5939 4.01475´10
-7
a2 -0.223428 0.10082 -2.2161 0.0299375
a3 0.124721 0.090689 1.37526 0.173436
-5150.09 + 0.531505 xx1 - 0.223428 xx2 + 0.124721 xx3
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Autoregressive Model:  Electricity Price
i1 = 90H*Input@"type variable number Hfrom 2 to 90L and click OK"D;*L
Print@"Analysis for variable ð", i1, ": ", iNames@@i1DDD
Print@"Orange - residuals after deseasonalizing and removing the trend" D
smres = smoothN@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD<D, nnD;
H*smooth and residuals *L
sm = smres@@1DD;H* only smooth *L
res = smres@@2DD;H*only residuals and seasonal *L
sind = si@resD;H* seasonal indices *L
deseason = Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD - sind@@All, 2DD<D .
8x_ + ___ ® "NA", x_ - ___ ® "NA", ___ "NA" ® "NA"<;H* deseasonalised data *L
sds = smoothN@Transpose@8deseason@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD<D, nn + 6D@@1DD;
H*smooth data after deseasonalizing*L
H* residuals after deseasonalizing - clean residuals *L
cres = Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD - sds@@All, 2DD<D .
8x_ + ___ ® "NA", x_ - ___ ® "NA", ___ "NA" ® "NA"<;
p1 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8deseason@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® RedD;
p2 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® GreenD;
p3 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8sds@@All, 1DD, sds@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® MagentaD;
p4 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8cres@@All, 1DD, cres@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® OrangeD
Print@"Green - original data, Red - after deseasonalising, Magenta - trend" D
Show@p1, p2, p3D
aCorT@Transpose@8cres@@All, 1DD, cres@@All, 2DD<D, 24, 1D
H* consider lags Hin curly breakets belowL
from corelogram analysis *L
fit1 = arFit@cres, 81, 2, 3, 9<D;
Print@"Standard Deviation of residuals: ",
StandardDeviation@fit1@"FitResiduals"DDD
Print@"Akaiki Information criteria: ", fit1@"AIC"DD
Print@"Bayesian Information Criteria: ", fit1@"BIC"DD
Print@"Adjusted R^2: ", fit1@"AdjustedRSquared"DD
ListPlot@fit1@"FitResiduals"D, Joined ® TrueD
fit1@"ParameterTable"D
fit1@"BestFit"D
90
Analysis for variable ð90: Prices
Orange - residuals after deseasonalizing and removing the trend
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1995 2000 2005 2010
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
Green - original data, Red - after deseasonalising, Magenta - trend
1995 2000 2005 2010
0
10
20
30
40
-0.4
-0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
81., 0.877429, 0.665149, 0.401463, 0.131324, -0.113221, -0.304424,
-0.431498, -0.494746, -0.510195, -0.484777, -0.427334, -0.349195,
-0.270691, -0.182791, -0.106033, -0.0515183, -0.018024, 0.0106461,
0.0452279, 0.0956884, 0.149938, 0.186011, 0.199917, 0.190285<
Standard Deviation of residuals: 0.121043
Akaiki Information criteria: -98.4478
Bayesian Information Criteria: -84.2311
Adjusted R^2: 0.825209
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20 40 60 80
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0.1
0.2
Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value
a0 -0.000198154 0.0139822 -0.0141719 0.988731
a1 1.11668 0.11273 9.9058 3.304´10
-15
a2 -0.13005 0.171627 -0.757749 0.451007
a3 -0.254589 0.110325 -2.30764 0.0238173
a4 -0.0913976 0.0561409 -1.628 0.107775
-0.000198154 + 1.11668 xx1 - 0.13005 xx2 - 0.254589 xx3 - 0.0913976 xx4
Dimensions@data4D
888, 90<
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Autoregressive Model:  Coal Sales
i1 = 56;
Print@"Analysis for variable ð", i1, ": ", iNames@@i1DDD
Print@"Orange - residuals after deseasonalizing and removing the trend" D
smres = smoothN@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD<D, nnD;
H*smooth and residuals *L
sm = smres@@1DD;H* only smooth *L
res = smres@@2DD;H*only residuals and seasonal *L
sind = si@resD;H* seasonal indices *L
deseason = Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD - sind@@All, 2DD<D .
8x_ + ___ ® "NA", x_ - ___ ® "NA", ___ "NA" ® "NA"<;H* deseasonalised data *L
sds = smoothN@Transpose@8deseason@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD<D, nn + 6D@@1DD;
H*smooth data after deseasonalizing*L
H* residuals after deseasonalizing - clean residuals *L
cres = Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD - sds@@All, 2DD<D .
8x_ + ___ ® "NA", x_ - ___ ® "NA", ___ "NA" ® "NA"<;
p1 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8deseason@@All, 1DD, deseason@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® RedD;
p2 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8data4@@All, 1DD, data4@@All, i1DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® GreenD;
p3 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8sds@@All, 1DD, sds@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® MagentaD;
p4 = DateListPlot@Transpose@8cres@@All, 1DD, cres@@All, 2DD<D,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® OrangeD
Print@"Green - original data, Red - after deseasonalising, Magenta - trend" D
Show@p1, p2, p3D
aCorT@Transpose@8cres@@All, 1DD, cres@@All, 2DD<D, 24, 1D
H* consider lags Hin curly breakets belowL
from corelogram analysis *L
fit1 = arFit@cres, 81<D;
Print@"Standard Deviation of residuals: ",
StandardDeviation@fit1@"FitResiduals"DDD
Print@"Akaiki Information criteria: ", fit1@"AIC"DD
Print@"Bayesian Information Criteria: ", fit1@"BIC"DD
Print@"Adjusted R^2: ", fit1@"AdjustedRSquared"DD
ListPlot@fit1@"FitResiduals"D, Joined ® TrueD
fit1@"ParameterTable"D
fit1@"BestFit"D
Analysis for variable ð56: CoalR
Orange - residuals after deseasonalizing and removing the trend
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1995 2000 2005 2010
-1000
0
1000
2000
Green - original data, Red - after deseasonalising, Magenta - trend
1995 2000 2005 2010
0
5000
10 000
15 000
20 000
25 000
-0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
81., 0.704559, 0.303154, 0.0126605, -0.137092, -0.212746, -0.261909,
-0.260309, -0.263741, -0.273992, -0.301833, -0.1542, 0.0713509,
0.111485, 0.0498361, -0.0693902, -0.128541, -0.160028, -0.200738,
-0.201708, -0.120763, -0.0582608, -0.0118102, 0.158525, 0.381696<
Standard Deviation of residuals: 841.191
Akaiki Information criteria: 1423.75
Bayesian Information Criteria: 1431.15
Adjusted R^2: 0.484575
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20 40 60 80
-1500
-1000
-500
500
1000
1500
Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value
a0 -7.41905 90.7141 -0.081785 0.93501
a1 0.703334 0.076838 9.15347 2.6401´10
-14
-7.41905 + 0.703334 xx1
Lagged correlation for residuals
resi = Import@"residuals.xls"D@@1DD;
Dimensions@resiD
888, 90<
H*Coorrelation of d1 of and d2 at lag k *L
corrL@td1_, td2_, k_D := Module@8t, t1, t2, d, d1, d2, dd1, dd2, cck<,
t1 = td1@@All, 1DD; H*time*L
d1 = td1@@All, 2DD; H*data*L
t2 = td2@@All, 1DD; H*time*L
d2 = td2@@All, 2DD; H*data*L
If@t1 ¹ t2, Print@"Something wrong - times do not correspond!"DD;
dd1 = Drop@d1, kD;
dd2 = Drop@d2, -kD;
cck = corr@dd1, dd2, 0DD
H* Correlation table d1 and d2 lagged from 0 to k, if p=1 print graph *L
corrLT@k1_, k2_, k_, p_D := Module@8t, d, d1, d2, td1, td2, tab<,
td1 = Transpose@8resi@@All, 1DD, resi@@All, k1DD<D;
td2 = Transpose@8resi@@All, 1DD, resi@@All, k2DD<D;
tab = Table@corrL@td1, td2, lD, 8l, 0, k<D;
Print@"Lagged correlation between ", iNames@@k1DD, " and ", iNames@@k2DDD;
If@p  1, Print@BarChart@tabDDD;
tabD
corrLT@3, 20, 24, 1D
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Lagged correlation between ESKOM NSO and GDPinx2005
-0.2
-0.1
0.1
0.2
80.249673, 0.0448527, -0.145778, -0.208858, -0.225888, -0.211781,
-0.186147, -0.179281, -0.167695, -0.0507426, 0.0858978, 0.161457,
0.231872, 0.235805, 0.162521, 0.101907, 0.0658422, 0.0313482, -0.0331579,
-0.0345241, -0.021868, 0.0258697, 0.0541259, 0.0490271, 0.0362478<
corrLT@3, 90, 24, 1D
Lagged correlation between ESKOM NSO and Prices
-0.2
0.2
0.4
80.402314, 0.462781, 0.470525, 0.410555, 0.279078, 0.0800001, -0.110576,
-0.251747, -0.317003, -0.333411, -0.25355, -0.176481, -0.0576158,
0.0313891, 0.055766, 0.0778707, 0.0896201, 0.101814, 0.0822356,
0.0343847, -0.0336641, -0.114487, -0.16936, -0.209602, -0.215657<
corrLT@3, 56, 24, 1D
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Lagged correlation between ESKOM NSO and CoalR
-0.4
-0.2
0.2
8-0.299918, -0.47278, -0.566254, -0.44805, -0.199909,
0.0515566, 0.247571, 0.273272, 0.30344, 0.255617, 0.27782, 0.223586,
0.117599, 0.0273654, -0.0760637, -0.140643, -0.148426, -0.0764318,
-0.0163102, 0.0539951, 0.190849, 0.2442, 0.233735, 0.148863, 0.056099<
corrLT@20, 3, 24, 1D
Lagged correlation between GDPinx2005 and ESKOM NSO
-0.4
-0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
80.249673, 0.395332, 0.351291, 0.221419, 0.0665146, -0.0965675,
-0.226424, -0.395854, -0.482066, -0.414388, -0.267643, -0.100453,
0.0928358, 0.225036, 0.348699, 0.488223, 0.587803, 0.51556, 0.392318,
0.231547, 0.00461091, -0.18568, -0.311483, -0.380879, -0.346536<
corrLT@20, 56, 24, 1D
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Lagged correlation between GDPinx2005 and CoalR
-0.4
-0.2
0.2
0.4
80.405861, 0.133563, -0.175267, -0.401691, -0.480488, -0.417276,
-0.324323, -0.202052, -0.0718456, 0.0501337, 0.117976, 0.108994,
0.0109736, -0.146695, -0.215956, -0.222244, -0.149724, -0.0623002,
0.0143946, 0.116914, 0.250859, 0.368076, 0.486176, 0.573136, 0.554835<
corrLT@20, 90, 24, 1D
Lagged correlation between GDPinx2005 and Prices
-0.2
0.2
0.4
8-0.187037, -0.159955, -0.132153, -0.109676, -0.124754,
-0.160292, -0.21485, -0.26853, -0.283384, -0.243672, -0.143405,
0.0112457, 0.18473, 0.347948, 0.463807, 0.521503, 0.519425, 0.450064,
0.344889, 0.238234, 0.143633, 0.0441408, -0.05045, -0.15578, -0.276505<
corrLT@90, 3, 24, 1D
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Lagged correlation between Prices and ESKOM NSO
-0.2
0.2
0.4
80.402314, 0.306454, 0.16858, 0.012817, -0.102076, -0.18755,
-0.274856, -0.325192, -0.261453, -0.178399, -0.0740312, -0.00644994,
-0.0367158, -0.109899, -0.179491, -0.197104, -0.245722, -0.242615,
-0.172438, -0.0613702, 0.0653972, 0.197876, 0.317382, 0.412034, 0.513696<
corrLT@90, 20, 24, 1D
Lagged correlation between Prices and GDPinx2005
-0.2
0.2
0.4
8-0.187037, -0.228714, -0.251184, -0.253831, -0.20315, -0.0856811,
0.0890782, 0.278417, 0.446206, 0.55503, 0.559569, 0.462701, 0.291071,
0.119216, -0.0224942, -0.124736, -0.183307, -0.213435, -0.225958,
-0.247349, -0.267214, -0.248726, -0.212837, -0.169786, -0.126864<
corrLT@90, 56, 24, 1D
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Lagged correlation between Prices and CoalR
-0.2
0.2
0.4
8-0.332335, -0.234125, -0.0573382, 0.113942, 0.242439, 0.364204,
0.435352, 0.472931, 0.436315, 0.348342, 0.241669, 0.125608, -0.0132968,
-0.17274, -0.204581, -0.171815, -0.102643, -0.0665054, -0.0604108,
-0.0639629, -0.0847485, -0.141077, -0.200802, -0.262615, -0.347233<
H*kk1=3;
kk2=20;
kk3=90;
dat1=resi@@All,kk1DD;
dat2=resi@@All,kk2DD;
dat3=resi@@All,kk3DD;
daa=Transpose@8dat2,dat3,dat1<D;
fit2=NonlinearModelFit@daa,a0+a1*x1+a2*x2,8a0,a1,a2<,8x1,x2<D;
Print@"Standard Deviation of residuals: ",StandardDeviation@fit2@"FitResiduals"DDD
Print@"Akaiki Information criteria: ",fit2@"AIC"DD
Print@"Bayesian Information Criteria: ",fit2@"BIC"DD
Print@"Adjusted R^2: ",fit2@"AdjustedRSquared"DD
ListPlot@fit2@"FitResiduals"D,Joined®TrueD
fit2@"ParameterTable"D
fit2@"BestFit"D*L
Multivariate Fitting
resi = Import@"residuals.xls"D@@1DD;
H* autoregressive multivariate fit *L
H* vd - number of dependent variable *L
H* vl - aaray of format 88var1, 8lags1<<, ... , 8vark, 8lagsk<< *L
H* vari - number of a variable H2 to 90L, lagsi - list of lags *L
H* no missing values allowed!!! *L
H* four variables total - at this stage *L
H* if a variable needs to be excluded, put empty list of variables *L
mvFit@vd_, vl_D := Module@8ma, da, fit, model, x1, x2, x3, x4, y1,
dat, a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, aa, b, len, lagsN1, lagsN2, lagsN3, lagsN4,
mlags, i, xx, slags1, slags2, slags3, slags4, y, xx1, xx2, xx3, xx4<,
len = Length@vlD;
Print@"Modelling variable ", iNames@@vdDD, " - dependent variable"D;
Print@"as function of ", iNames@@vl@@1, 1DDDD, " lagged at: ", vl@@1, 2DDD;
Print@"as function of ", iNames@@vl@@2, 1DDDD, " lagged at: ", vl@@2, 2DDD;
Print@"as function of ", iNames@@vl@@3, 1DDDD, " lagged at: ", vl@@3, 2DDD;
Print@"as function of ", iNames@@vl@@4, 1DDDD, " lagged at: ", vl@@4, 2DDD;
;
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If@len ¹ 4, Print@"need to use 4 variables, not ", lenDD;
lagsN1 = Length@vl@@1, 2DDD;
lagsN2 = Length@vl@@2, 2DDD;
lagsN3 = Length@vl@@3, 2DDD;
lagsN4 = Length@vl@@4, 2DDD;
mlags = Max@Flatten@8vl@@1, 2DD, vl@@2, 2DD, vl@@3, 2DD, vl@@4, 2DD<DD;
slags1 = Sort@vl@@1, 2DDD;
slags2 = Sort@vl@@2, 2DDD;
slags3 = Sort@vl@@3, 2DDD;
slags4 = Sort@vl@@4, 2DDD;
y = Drop@resi@@All, vdDD, mlagsD; H* dependent variable *L
x1 = If@lagsN1 ³ 1, Table@Drop@Drop@resi@@All, vl@@1, 1DDDD, -slags1@@iDDD,
mlags - slags1@@iDDD, 8i, 1, lagsN1<D, 8<D;
x2 = If@lagsN2 ³ 1, Table@Drop@Drop@resi@@All, vl@@2, 1DDDD, -slags2@@iDDD,
mlags - slags2@@iDDD, 8i, 1, lagsN2<D, 8<D;
x3 = If@lagsN3 ³ 1, Table@Drop@Drop@resi@@All, vl@@3, 1DDDD, -slags3@@iDDD,
mlags - slags3@@iDDD, 8i, 1, lagsN3<D, 8<D;
x4 = If@lagsN4 ³ 1, Table@Drop@Drop@resi@@All, vl@@4, 1DDDD, -slags4@@iDDD,
mlags - slags4@@iDDD, 8i, 1, lagsN4<D, 8<D;
Map@Dimensions, 8y, x1, x2, x3, x4<D;
If@lagsN1 ³ 1, Print@Table@Correlation@y, x1@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@x1D<DDD;
If@lagsN2 ³ 1, Print@Table@Correlation@y, x2@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@x2D<DDD;
If@lagsN3 ³ 1, Print@Table@Correlation@y, x3@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@x3D<DDD;
If@lagsN4 ³ 1, Print@Table@Correlation@y, x4@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@x4D<DDD;
da = Transpose@Append@Join@x1, x2, x3, x4D, yDD;
dat = 8<;
For@ii = 1, ii £ Length@daD, ii++,
dat = If@Product@da@@iiDD@@kkDD, 8kk, 1, Length@da@@iiDDD<D ¹ 0,
Append@dat, da@@iiDDD, dat, datDD;
H*Print@TableForm@datDD;*L
a1 = Table@ToExpression@"a1" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 1, lagsN1<D;
a2 = Table@ToExpression@"a2" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 1, lagsN2<D;
a3 = Table@ToExpression@"a3" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 1, lagsN3<D;
a4 = Table@ToExpression@"a4" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 1, lagsN4<D;
aa = Join@a1, a2, a3, a4D;
xx1 = If@lagsN1 ³ 1, Table@ToExpression@"xx1" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 1, lagsN1<D, 8<D;
xx2 = If@lagsN2 ³ 1, Table@ToExpression@"xx2" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 1, lagsN2<D, 8<D;
xx3 = If@lagsN3 ³ 1, Table@ToExpression@"xx3" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 1, lagsN3<D, 8<D;
xx4 = If@lagsN4 ³ 1, Table@ToExpression@"xx4" <> ToString@iDD, 8i, 1, lagsN4<D, 8<D;
xx = Join@xx1, xx2, xx3, xx4D;
model = a0 + aa.xx;
fit = NonlinearModelFit@dat, model, Prepend@aa, a0D, xxD;
fitD
 Demand
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fitmv1 = mvFit@3, 883, 81, 8, 14<<, 820, 80, 4<<, 890, 81, 2, 9<<, 856, 82<<<D;
fitmv2 = mvFit@3, 883, 81<<, 820, 8<<, 890, 8<<, 856, 82<<<D;
Print@"Standard Deviation of residuals: ",
StandardDeviation@fitmv@"FitResiduals"DDD
Print@"Akaiki Information criteria: ", fitmv@"AIC"DD
Print@"Bayesian Information Criteria: ", fitmv@"BIC"DD
Print@"Adjusted R^2: ", fitmv@"AdjustedRSquared"DD
ListPlot@fitmv@"FitResiduals"D, Joined ® TrueD
fitmv@"ParameterTable"D
fitmv@"BestFit"D
res1 = fitmv1@"FitResiduals"D;
res2 = fitmv2@"FitResiduals"D;
FisherRatioTest@8res1, res2<D
LeveneTest@8res1, res2<D
BrownForsytheTest@8res1, res2<D
Length@res1D
Modelling variable ESKOM NSO - dependent variable
as function of ESKOM NSO lagged at: 81, 8, 14<
as function of GDPinx2005 lagged at: 80, 4<
as function of Prices lagged at: 81, 2, 9<
as function of CoalR lagged at: 82<
80.661819, -0.519948, 0.312<
80.284614, -0.270856<
80.513688, 0.484062, -0.336079<
8-0.582367<
Modelling variable ESKOM NSO - dependent variable
as function of ESKOM NSO lagged at: 81<
as function of GDPinx2005 lagged at: 8<
as function of Prices lagged at: 8<
as function of CoalR lagged at: 82<
80.653901<
8-0.566254<
Standard Deviation of residuals: 650012.
Akaiki Information criteria: 1941.47
Bayesian Information Criteria: 1961.04
Adjusted R^2: 0.588974
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10 20 30 40 50 60
-1.5´ 106
-1.0´ 106
-500 000
500 000
1.0´ 106
Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value
a0$128985 21839.4 86200.5 0.253356 0.800904
a11 0.332053 0.108079 3.07232 0.00325433
a12 -0.119857 0.111352 -1.07639 0.286289
a13 0.146643 0.127038 1.15433 0.253184
a31 1.6469´10
6
831627. 1.98033 0.0525006
a32 -848775. 844870. -1.00462 0.319325
a33 -68194.5 374544. -0.182073 0.856171
a41 -260.286 88.2499 -2.94942 0.00461089
21839.4 + 0.332053 xx11 - 0.119857 xx12 + 0.146643 xx13 +
1.6469 ´ 106 xx31 - 848775. xx32 - 68194.5 xx33 - 260.286 xx41
0.265521
0.366837
0.362302
64
FisherRatioTest@8res1, res2<D
0.725247
 GDP
fitmv1 = mvFit@20, 8820, 81, 7, 14<<, 83, 81<<, 890, 80, 1, 8, 15<<, 856, 82, 4<<<D;
fitmv2 = mvFit@20, 8820, 81, 7, 14<<, 83, 81<<, 890, 80, 1, 8, 15<<, 856, 8<<<D;
Print@"Standard Deviation of residuals: ",
StandardDeviation@fitmv1@"FitResiduals"DDD
Print@"Akaiki Information criteria: ", fitmv1@"AIC"DD
Print@"Bayesian Information Criteria: ", fitmv1@"BIC"DD
Print@"Adjusted R^2: ", fitmv1@"AdjustedRSquared"DD
ListPlot@fitmv1@"FitResiduals"D, Joined ® TrueD
fitmv1@"ParameterTable"D
fitmv1@"BestFit"D
res1 = fitmv1@"FitResiduals"D;
res2 = fitmv2@"FitResiduals"D;
FisherRatioTest@8res1, res2<D
LeveneTest@8res1, res2<D
BrownForsytheTest@8res1, res2<D
Length@res1D
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Modelling variable GDPinx2005 - dependent variable
as function of GDPinx2005 lagged at: 81, 7, 14<
as function of ESKOM NSO lagged at: 81<
as function of Prices lagged at: 80, 1, 8, 15<
as function of CoalR lagged at: 82, 4<
80.84619, -0.454778, -0.187807<
80.432462<
8-0.19304, -0.169446, -0.285181, 0.521503<
8-0.191852, -0.505049<
Modelling variable GDPinx2005 - dependent variable
as function of GDPinx2005 lagged at: 81, 7, 14<
as function of ESKOM NSO lagged at: 81<
as function of Prices lagged at: 80, 1, 8, 15<
as function of CoalR lagged at: 8<
80.84619, -0.454778, -0.187807<
80.432462<
8-0.19304, -0.169446, -0.285181, 0.521503<
Standard Deviation of residuals: 0.272548
Akaiki Information criteria: 36.795
Bayesian Information Criteria: 61.5203
Adjusted R^2: 0.924376
10 20 30 40 50
-0.4
-0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value
a0$110547 0.00359454 0.0405862 0.0885657 0.929803
a11 0.587161 0.0897517 6.54206 4.05244´10
-8
a12 -0.324408 0.0815324 -3.97888 0.000238101
a13 -0.358672 0.0701503 -5.1129 5.73687´10
-6
a21 1.45986´10
-7
6.69484´10
-8
2.18057 0.0342553
a31 1.93998 0.55476 3.49697 0.00103917
a32 -2.52075 0.574252 -4.38962 0.000063952
a33 -1.00404 0.2787 -3.60259 0.000757844
a34 -0.591881 0.239427 -2.47208 0.0171097
a41 -0.00022931 0.0000513397 -4.46652 0.0000497492
a42 -0.00014671 0.0000509782 -2.8779 0.00600526
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0.00359454 + 0.587161 xx11 - 0.324408 xx12 -
0.358672 xx13 + 1.45986 ´ 10-7 xx21 + 1.93998 xx31 - 2.52075 xx32 -
1.00404 xx33 - 0.591881 xx34 - 0.00022931 xx41 - 0.00014671 xx42
0.0197337
0.0141788
0.0142869
58
FisherRatioTest@8res1, res2<D
LeveneTest@8res1, res2<D
BrownForsytheTest@8res1, res2<D
Length@res1D
0.0197337
0.0141788
0.0142869
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fitmv1 = mvFit@90, 8890, 81, 2, 9<<, 83, 80, 7, 14<<, 820, 83, 9<<, 856, 80, 1, 7<<<D;
fitmv2 = mvFit@90, 8890, 81, 2, 9<<, 83, 80, 7, 14<<, 820, 83, 9<<, 856, 8<<<D;
Print@"Standard Deviation of residuals: ",
StandardDeviation@fitmv1@"FitResiduals"DDD
Print@"Akaiki Information criteria: ", fitmv1@"AIC"DD
Print@"Bayesian Information Criteria: ", fitmv1@"BIC"DD
Print@"Adjusted R^2: ", fitmv1@"AdjustedRSquared"DD
ListPlot@fitmv1@"FitResiduals"D, Joined ® TrueD
fitmv1@"ParameterTable"D
fitmv1@"BestFit"D
res1 = fitmv1@"FitResiduals"D;
res2 = fitmv2@"FitResiduals"D;
FisherRatioTest@8res1, res2<D
LeveneTest@8res1, res2<D
BrownForsytheTest@8res1, res2<D
Length@res1D
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Modelling variable Prices - dependent variable
as function of Prices lagged at: 81, 2, 9<
as function of ESKOM NSO lagged at: 80, 7, 14<
as function of GDPinx2005 lagged at: 83, 9<
as function of CoalR lagged at: 80, 1, 7<
80.909392, 0.686048, -0.526515<
80.447723, -0.341487, -0.179491<
8-0.259437, 0.549925<
8-0.358242, -0.240493, 0.496443<
Modelling variable Prices - dependent variable
as function of Prices lagged at: 81, 2, 9<
as function of ESKOM NSO lagged at: 80, 7, 14<
as function of GDPinx2005 lagged at: 83, 9<
as function of CoalR lagged at: 8<
80.909392, 0.686048, -0.526515<
80.447723, -0.341487, -0.179491<
8-0.259437, 0.549925<
Standard Deviation of residuals: 0.0370319
Akaiki Information criteria: -215.269
Bayesian Information Criteria: -187.203
Adjusted R^2: 0.981357
10 20 30 40 50 60
-0.10
-0.05
0.05
0.10
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Estimate Standard Error t-Statistic P-Value
a0$129704 0.00152576 0.00522643 0.291932 0.7715
a11 1.64156 0.0675369 24.3062 4.63196´10
-30
a12 -0.889205 0.0521346 -17.0559 5.99367´10
-23
a13 -0.0956669 0.0305644 -3.13001 0.00286565
a21 8.19743´10
-9
7.25809´10
-9
1.12942 0.263904
a22 2.04108´10
-9
7.9435´10
-9
0.25695 0.798231
a23 -3.12501´10
-8
1.04216´10
-8
-2.9986 0.00415388
a31 -0.00988951 0.00889498 -1.11181 0.271334
a32 0.0147272 0.00799217 1.8427 0.0710769
a41 -1.42707´10
-6
6.41513´10
-6
-0.222454 0.824832
a42 -9.54742´10
-6
6.77605´10
-6
-1.409 0.164789
a43 -5.10656´10
-6
6.5958´10
-6
-0.774214 0.44231
0.00152576 + 1.64156 xx11 - 0.889205 xx12 - 0.0956669 xx13 +
8.19743 ´ 10-9 xx21 + 2.04108 ´ 10-9 xx22 - 3.12501 ´ 10-8 xx23 - 0.00988951 xx31 +
0.0147272 xx32 - 1.42707 ´ 10-6 xx41 - 9.54742 ´ 10-6 xx42 - 5.10656 ´ 10-6 xx43
0.780868
0.913449
0.876254
64
FisherRatioTest@8res1, res2<D
LeveneTest@8res1, res2<D
BrownForsytheTest@8res1, res2<D
For@iii = 1, iii £ 90, iii++,
Print@"max = ", Max@corrLT@3, iii, 24, 0DD, " min = ", Min@corrLT@3, iii, 24, 0DDDD
For@iii = 1, iii £ 90, iii++,
Print@"max = ", Max@corrLT@20, iii, 24, 0DD, " min = ", Min@corrLT@20, iii, 24, 0DDDD
fitmv1 = mvFit@3, 883, 81, 8, 14<<, 820, 80, 4<<, 890, 81, 2, 9<<, 856, 82<<<D;
fitmv2 = mvFit@3, 883, 8<<, 820, 80, 4<<, 890, 81, 2, 9<<, 856, 82<<<D;
Print@"Standard Deviation of residuals: ",
StandardDeviation@fitmv1@"FitResiduals"DDD
Print@"Akaiki Information criteria: ", fitmv1@"AIC"DD
Print@"Bayesian Information Criteria: ", fitmv1@"BIC"DD
Print@"Adjusted R^2: ", fitmv1@"AdjustedRSquared"DD
ListPlot@fitmv1@"FitResiduals"D, Joined ® TrueD
fitmv1@"ParameterTable"D
fitmv1@"BestFit"D
res1 = fitmv1@"FitResiduals"D;
res2 = fitmv2@"FitResiduals"D;
FisherRatioTest@8res1, res2<D
LeveneTest@8res1, res2<D
BrownForsytheTest@8res1, res2<D
Length@res1D
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